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Robberies affect students over break

Mirror file photos; Chris Donato/The Mirror

Stealing privacy? Security has installed new cameras as an extra precaution to prevent crimes like the crime spree that occurred in the townhouses during winter break.

Senior crime spree brought to an end • Rash of thefts plague beach residents
After a lengthy investigation by security, the Fairfield Police Department charged
Faced by a wave of campus break-ins and arrested Giovanni, who was unable to
and one student's crime spree, university's be reached for comment, for thefts commitsecurity has tightened, including an increase ted in the past two years on campus.
of surveillance cameras on campus.
Giovanni, a politics major who was
"Officers have been asked to
identified by The Mirror, was arbe more vigilant in their patrols,"
rested during final exams in DeEDITORIAL
Associate Director of Security
cember and has been temporarily
Cameras help, but
Frank Ficko said. "There has also
withdrawn from the university,
what about civil
been an increase in security campending judicial ruling, according
rights?
eras. We are erecting a couple of
to Ficko.
Page 16
new cameras as we speak."
The increase in the number
Although there have not
of security cameras along with
been any changes in policy or action by the Stag-card access to all university buildings
security department, officers have been will help better protect the students, accordasked to have a higher awareness of student ing to Ficko.
For prosecution and liability purposes,
activity, according to Ficko.
This awareness helped security appre- Ficko said signs stating that security camhend Michael Giovanni, '03, who has been eras are in use have been posted at every
accused of committing a series of thefts
within the academic buildings.
SEE "TOWNHOUSE" ON P. 5
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

BY JESSICA HOLMBERG

As most students prepare for an enjoyable spring semester, some junior and senior
beach residents begin the semester with trips
to the Fairfield Police Department to fill out
reports of break-ins during the winter break.
"I came back early for New Year's, and
the sliding glass door was unlocked," said
Lauren Scroope '03, a resident of the Undertow. "The lights were on in the house,
and many drawers were open. The only
bedroom door that locks from the outside
was busted open and off the hinges. I called
the police and reported it."
Luckily for residents at the Undertow,
nothing was stolen. Residents at other beach
houses, however, were not as fortunate.
"I came back to my house on December 23, and our screen window on the porch
was ripped, so whoever came inside the
house came through the window," said

Emily Zagorski '03, a resident of the
Seabreeze.
"I noticed one of our stereos on the
porch, thinking one of my roommates had
forgotten it before going home for break,"
said Clare Gill '03, a resident at the
Seabreeze. "Random things were taken, like
my roommate's Coach bag. Jewelry was
left out in the open, but some lamps were
knocked over on the floor."
It is unknown how many houses were
broken into all together, mostly because only
a few residents reported the incidences to
the Fairfield Police Department.
"We all got back from break very late
in the break, and we thought it would be too
late for the police to do anything about it,"
Gill said. "We didn't realize there was more
than one house broken into."
The Fairfield Police must be made
SEE "BEACH" ON P.
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Less than three months, but still no spring band
BY ZACK FINLEY

FUSA is sure of one thing:
there will be a spring concert.
When it comes down to details,
however, like who will be playing
and how much it will cost, officials
are still scrambling to provide students with a good show.
"We just want the student
body to know that we are trying,"
said Allison Goodwin, '04, co-di-

rector of music for FUSA.
FUSA has been trying, but the
time is running out. "There is no
doubt that there will be a concert,"
said FUSA president Karen
Donoghue. "But I am nervous because all the bands we have bid on
already have been rejected."
Bids for the Dave Matthews
Band and Billy Joel were placed
before winter break, along with a
bid for Jimmy Eat World. Amid

HOT OR NOT?
The Mirror staff
compiles the best
and worst in movies,
CDs and television
from last year.
Pages 12-14

rumors that Jimmy Eat World was
actually the band coming to Fairfield, the band declined to come,
according to Goodwin.
"We put a bid in for Jimmy
Eat World after we heard that the
Dave Matthews bid was rejected,"
said Goodwin. "We thought everything looked good and were set to
have them come, but they have
decided to go into the studio instead of touring."

I

According to Donoghue and
Goodwin, there are four bands that
have chances of coming to Fairfield: O.A.R., Howie Day, Reel
Big Fish and Guster.
"We currently have a binding
bid on Guster to come and play on
April 5th," Goodwin stated. "We
put in a bid last Tuesday (Jan. 14th)
and will find out in 2 weeks whether
or not the bid is accepted. If it is,
Guster will be coming to Fairfield."

F4IRDME

Don't be ajMORRON
Check out our look back at the
rs'
See the insert in
of The Mirror.

"When O.A.R. came here last
year, it was a great show," said
Mike Certo, '04. "There were
people hanging out in the warm
weather, and it was great. It would
be terrible if they stuck us in
Alumni Hall in the heat with a bad
band."
Donoghue stated that when
O.A.R. came, they only charged
SEE "SPRING" ON P.
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AROUND THE 'HOUSE
Alison Marshall
offers fresh ideas
on how to kill
some free time
on campus.
Page 11
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Calling all bibliophiles!

Are you passionate about a particular
topic, and do you have a collection of related books? This is your chance to compete for the fourth annual Bibliophiles'
Award for Student Library Collections.
The competition requires that participants write a short critical essay about their
topic and its relation to their collection of at
least 25 hard cover or paperback books. In
addition to the essay, students must submit
an annotated bibliography of the 12 books
central to the collection, as well as a simple
bibliography of the entire collection. Winners receive monetary awards.
Interested? Stop by the DiMennaNyselius Library reference desk to pick up
an application. Or, find applications online
at http://library2.fairfield.edu/bibliophiles/
bibliophiles.html.
All applications are due by March 7,
2003, just before spring break. The award
will be announced on April 11. Further
questions may be directed to Dr. Ron
Davidsonatrdavidson@fairl.fairfield.edu,
or extension 2489.
-Elizabeth Cooper
Dana Tompkins/The Mirror

Get paid for your book collection: Students can soon apply for the fourth annual Bibliophiles' Award.
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Wednesday, January 15
1:56 a.m. - Five students were charged by Fairfield Police and judicial for smashing mailboxes in town.
Thursday, January 16
3:26 p.m. - Two people were rescued from a disabled elevator in the Barone
Campus Center.
Friday, January 17
2:54 p.m. - Fairfield Prep, reported theft of motor vehicle parts from their upper
parking lot. The case is under investigation.
Saturday, January 18
12:38 a.m. - An assault occurred at the townhouses by an unknown individual.
The case is under investigation.
12:56 a.m. - Two C.T.W.'s (Criminal Trespass Warning's) were issued to nonstudents for an altercation in Regis.
2:02 a.m. - A fight broke out in Regis. An individual was taken to the Health
Center for injuries.
1:20 p.m. - A laptop was reported missing from the Residence Life Office in
Gonzaga. The case is under investigation.
Sunday, January 19
4:17 a.m. - Vandalism of two exterior windows and the exit sign were reported on
the ground floor of Campion. There are no suspects in this case.
Monday, January 20
2:07 a.m. - Security responded to screaming girls on the third floor of Gonzaga.
The girls were charged with disorderly conduct and causing a disturbance,
which was apparently over a male student. The case has been referred to
judicial.
2:10 a.m. - A Dell Laptop was discovered in a pile of leaves at the Athletic Center.

CORRECTIONS
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Sean Hayes at x6529.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Fairfield students revive anti-war movement
BY CHRISTOPHER DONATO

Amidst growing diplomatic tension in
the Middle East, Fairfield University students have begun to speak out against war
along with millions of others around the
world. Last week, students participated in
anti-war functions on and off campus demonstrating what they believe to be the purest form of patriotism.
Last Tuesday, Rev. G. Simon Harak,
S.J. (Fairfield University "Teacher of the
Year" 1995) gave a presentation showing
those in attendance what the major news
corporations are not.
Harack said that, "We have to understand how much the corporations (and specifically, weapons-makers) are controlling
what we see and hear in the media. Such
media would be reluctant to report the effects of our policies on the Iraqi people,
because it might stir up compassion, instead
of threats of war."
Harak stopped teaching at Fairfield
University in 1998 to devote most of his
time to co-founding Voices in the Wilderness. Voices has been trying for eight years
to have the United States drop its sanctions
on Iraq. They believe that the sanctions only
hurt the citizens of Iraq and do nothing to

harm Saddam's regime and bring about positive lasting changes.
Harak showed the audience a short
video filled with images captured during one
of his trips to Iraq. Many seated in the audience had to turn away because of the gruesome nature of the images. The video contained numerous images of babies born with
horrible physical birth defects due to the
amount of sewage that flows freely throughout Iraqi streets.
Nicole Blyth '05 was shocked by the
presentation. "I knew that the sanctions had
brought hard times upon the Iraqi people but
I never though that it was that bad. We have
to draw a line somewhere."
Harak has been to Iraq three times with
Voices and each time openly brings medical
supplies with him to give to the hospitals,
which are in great need of medical equipment. The government has threatened to
bring charges against him, including 12
years in prison and $1 million in fines against
the group. No action, as of yet, has been
taken against the group.
About 40 Fairfield University students
drove to Washington D.C. last Saturday
morning to show their support for the lifting of U.S. sanctions and peace in the Middle
East. 500,000 people showed up in Wash-

ington D.C, making it the
largest rally to date against
war with Iraq.
The rally began in front
of the Capitol Building
where speakers spoke for
about an hour. Among the
most well known speakers
were Rev. Jesse Jackson,
Rev. Al Sharpton and actress
Jessica Lange.
Once most of the speakers had their say, half of a
million people crowded together in front of the stage
before moving to the streets
to march to a Navy yard over
a mile away. Although the
Chris Donato/The Mirror
crowd had trouble moving
out in the beginning because Fairfield fights: Forty students went to the
of the large numbers, they anti-war protest in Washington on Saturday.
were soon moving at a reguMiddle East, protesters hope that through
lar pace.
Kevin Carol, '06, who went the rally, rallies such as this one, more people will
thought that it was a success. "It was amaz- become aware of the alternative options that
ing to see all those people there for the same the U.S. may not be considering enough.
" I know that the rally may not have
cause...it is something that I have never seen
changed much right away but I hope that
before and may never again."
Even though the rally was not organized now more people are aware of what is reto bring a swift end to the tension in the ally going on in Iraq," said Carol.
.

Fairfield cops nab students for mailbox-bashing
Road, Hersh Road, Lawrence Road,
Limerick Road, Shadow Wood Road
On Wednesday, Jan. 15 five Fairfield and Carroll Road.
University students were arrested on conThe students were arrested early
spiracy to commit criminal mischief charges Wednesday after University Security
after being accused of smashing mailboxes pulled over the car, driven by
in the area, according to the Jan. 16 issue of Sheehan, which matched a descripthe Connecticut Post.
tion broadcast by area police.
Juniors John Kelleher, Timothy
Our role in that incident was
Sheehan and Shawn Schuerlein, along with simply to aid the Fairfield Police Desophomores Matthew Shea and Katharine partment," Associate Director of SeTully, were accused of smashing nine mail- curity Frank Ficko said. "They gave
boxes with a baseball bat on Osborne Hill us a description of the vehicle and
based on that, we were
able to find the students involved."
According to the
Fairfield University
security department,
alcohol was not a contributing factor in the
Danny Schwartzman/The Mirror
Mailbox baseball anyone?: Five Fairfield students make a
incident.
Kelleher, Shea game out of vandalizing mailboxes.
and Schuerlein were
According to security, the university
According to police, each of the damalso charged with nine counts
will most likely seek disciplinary action.
of third degree criminal mis- aged mailboxes was valued at $75.
The students were released after signThe Student Handbook indicates that
chief. Security was unable to
disclose to what those addi- the university holds the right to discipline ing a written promise to appear in court.
tional nine counts were re- those involved in vandalism or other crimi- They will be seen in Bridgeport Superior
nal activities on or off campus.
Court on Jan. 27.
lated.
I don't think the students
Online exclusives twice a week,
realize the seriousness of this,"
Pairfield"
University's paperless m
said Security Officer Karen
Kwoka. "Mailbox vandalism
is a serious offense."
Mail delivery is governed
by federal law.
According to the law, destroying, stealing or vandalizing a mailbox is a federal offense punishable by a fine or
Alert sign to the rescue: This mailbox on Hersh
www.f airf i eldmi rror.com
Log
up to three years in prison.
Road escaped any vandalism.
BY TARA LYNCH
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Beach residents recover from thefts
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

aware of break-in situations, so an investigation can begin.
Detective Fred Caruso of the Fairfield
Police Department advised to report any
suspicious activity or incidences to the police as soon as possible.
"We don't have any leads or suspects
right now. If you notice that your house was
broken into, let us know right away," Caruso
said. "It is important to remember to take
home any valuable items when you are away
for a long period of time or to keep them
locked up. Think about even calling up a
friend who lives near by to keep an eye on
the house while you are away."
Colette Landers '03, co-president of the
Student Beach Resident Association
(SBRA) was very concerned about the
break-ins.
"Security guards have been hired by the
Lantern Point Association to watch the students down at the beach while we are in session, but they are not on duty while we are
away on long breaks," Landers said. "The
Fairfield Police Department should be there
to make sure it's safe. It's dark down there.
It's not only a hazard for Fairfield University students, but it's a hazard for High school
kids as well. Kids can get abducted, or even
worse, raped..."
"I remind you guys to take a second look
and to make sure everything is in order and
not broken," Landers urged to students. "Call
the police if you notice anything. Don't be
scared to call the police even if you notice
that something was damaged or stolen dur-

ing break, and you didn't report it then."
Students also complain of the cheap
security measures taken by landlords to ensure a safe atmosphere for their tenants.
"Beach houses cost us so much money,"
Landers added. "The landlords don't care
about their houses. We have such cheap
locks on the doors. It's not right that we
have to deal with security concerns in a town
like Fairfield."
"Because of the damages, we are forced
to pay right out of our pockets," Scroope
'03 said. "We don't have renter's insurance,
so our landlord told us the damage bill was
our responsibility."
Break-ins such as these seem all too
familiar to last year's beach residents.
"It happened last year, but it was not
like friends robbing friends," said Ryan
Washington '02, former resident of the
Toolbox. "We were smart enough to lock
all the doors and windows. Last year, some
houses had TV's and DVD players stolen."
"The damn security guards are down
there, but that's just to make 'fun' illegal
there," Washington added. "It's not for the
well-being of anyone. If it was, nobody
would have had anything stolen...it's not that
hard to see somebody leaving the area with
a 36 inch TV"
Future beach residents do not seem nervous about living at Lantern Point next year.
"It's a residential area," said Mary
McMinn '04. "It's your own responsibility
to lock things up properly and to bring valuables home with you. If my house was broken into, I would definitely report it to the
police."

Tiffany Nails & More
1241 Post Road
(Opposite the Post Office)
(203) 255-3330
Monday-Wednesday

MIRROR

V CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Appointment setter needed part time.
Early evenings Monday-Thursday. Must
have pleasant speaking voice. $10/hr.
Call (203) 259-2442.

Monday through Thursday after school
tutoring, parents helper for January to
June 2003 and academic year 20032004. Fifteen (15) hours per week for
twin sixth-grade boys. Homework help,
scheduling activities, sports, interest in
education, and reliability are major
assets. Driving essential. Non-smoking.
$12/hr. Call Barbara at work 203-2568700, home 203-259-8359, or E-mail
resume to Barbara at
barbarag@tgparch.com or fax to 203255-0004.

Arthur Murray Dance Studio will be
opening new locations due to the Latin
and Ballroom dance craze! We are
looking for instructors, no experience
necessary, and we will train you. If you
love to dance, enjoy music, and have an
outgoing personality, we can get you
started on a great career with excellent'
growth opportunity and benefits! Call
Jay at (203) 259-2442, Monday-Friday
between 1 p.m. and 7 p.m.

SPRING BREAK
Celebrity Spring Break brought to you
by StudentCity.com! Book now and save
up to $100 on all International trips.
Party like a rock star with MAXIM
Magazine and Jackass's Steve-O. Call
1-800-293-1145 for details, E-mail
sales@studentcity.com, or book online
at www.studentcity.com.

Sports Teams
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

HOT SPRING BREAKS
Discount coupons up to $250
Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica
& Bahamas packages with air.
Our staff's 18th Spring Break
1-800-328-7513
www.hotspringbreaks.com

Babysitter needed for Stamford infant
full day Tues., Wed. and/or Thurs.
Experience and references required.
Pis call (203) 964-8144.

Classifieds are available for as little as $15 for 20 words!
Call (203) 256-6594 for more information or to place an ad.
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It's worth
looking into.
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Townhouse entry not reported to students upon return from break
rv.„TT-T».TTTCT-»T?D/~»i,f
D 1
1
CONTINUED FROM P.

entranceway to campus.
"To prosecute any criminal
activity, it would be in our best interest to advertise that these cameras do in fact exist," Ficko said.
Students and faculty members
have mixed reactions on the decision to increase the number of security cameras around campus.
"I think the school has the
right to know what students are up
to. It's good for our safety in the
long run," said Marissa Lanteri,
class president, '04. "But, at the
same time, I think its overkill to
add more than they already have.
I think it's a good tool to monitor
people coming onto campus."
However, Associate Professor
of Politics Dr. Donald Greenberg
feels the use of security cameras
on campus impede on the
community's privacy.
"Having security cameras
provides tension to the university's
privacy. Adding more cameras

Spring band
not booked yet
CONTINUED FROM P.

will only tilt the tension towards
security and diminish the familytype community," Greenberg said.
"We all need security and want
security, but at what price?"
FUSA President Karen
Donoghue believes the increase in
camera use is effective if the primary concern is student safety.
"If it means the student body
is going to be safer, and if it it's
going to benefit the student body,
I think it's a good idea. If security
uses the cameras effectively, I
think the cameras can make the
university a safer place."
Despite heightened security,
several incidents were reported during the semester break, which have

students questioning
nuestioning if security
securitv has
in fact increased at the university.
In at least one instance, a theft
was reported when the residents
arrived back after break where a
computer was stolen.
Marissa Kovacs, '04, immediately reported the stolen computer to security, but was shocked
to hear that the window screen,
which was repaired when she arrived back, had been torn and the
residents hadn't been notified by
the security department.
"I think they should have
called us immediately. It pisses us
all off that nothing was done,"
Kovacs said. "I want to know if
there may have been some strange

Sponsored by:
The Career Planning
Center

person in my
mv house, even if they
thev
weren't to steal anything. It freaks
me out that maybe this has happened in the past."
Ficko downplayed the possibility of a crime when security was
initially notified during break.
"Because there were no other
signs of forced entry, the window
screen could have been ripped off
or torn or damaged from another
incident. It could have been from
something that was explainable,"
Ficko said. "Again, we didn't have
shattered glass. The unit was unoccupied. And we weren't going
to enter without something more.
Everything was intact. Nothing
was in disarray."

Several items were reported
rerjorted
missing from another townhouse
along with a computer stolen from
the Dolan School of Business during the semester break.
Property crime is the biggest
problem for every university nationwide, according to Ficko, who believes the Fairfield community can
help reduce campus theft statistics.
"We ask the university community to be our eyes and ears for
the security department," Ficko
said. "We have things in place to
help us. We have surveillance cameras. We have officers out there
on patrol. We have emergency
phones out there. We need everyone to help us, and you will see our
crime stats reduce dramatically."

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 6,2003
ALUMNI HALL
12:00 to 3:00 PM

1

$5,000. This year they are charging at least $25,000. "It's great that
they are becoming more famous,
but it stinks for us," she said.
The date for the concert has
already been set for April 5th, and
will somehow be incorporated
with the 15th Annual Hunger
Cleanup, Goodwin said. The only
problem is that there is no band to
fill Alumni Hall, the venue already
chosen for the show.
A "quick" student poll was
done by Goodwin and Kelly
Chappie, music co-director for
FUSA, to determine what type of
band students would like to see
come to campus. Jimmy Eat World
was the band chosen.
"I think they have to put more
into choosing the concert than just
the band," said John Doney, '04.
"The atmosphere of Alumni Hall
with all the huge security guards
getting all up in our business... it
takes away from the show. But I
would love to see Guster come
here."
FUSA bid $30,000 for Guster,
$5,000 over the minimum bid in
hopes that Guster will accept.
However, students will still end up
paying "not a lot," according to
Goodwin. The bids for the Dave
Matthews Band and Jimmy Eat
World were $75,000 and $25,000,
respectively.
Goodwin said that the latest
the band can be chosen is a month
before April 5th. Many steps must
be taken to set up the concert, promote the band and plan other FUSA
programs around the concert.

Partial list of
organizations attending:
American Express
AmeriCorps
Boehringer Ingelheim
Chubb & Son
GE
Hewitt Associates
Ingersoll-Rand Company
Marketing Management Analytics
Marsh, Inc.
McGladrey & Pullen, LLP
Merrill Lynch
New York Univ. Medical Center
Peace Corps
Purdue Pharma L.P.
Ryan Partnership
St. Paul Companies
The Litchfleld Group
The Pepsi Bottling Group
Watson Wyatt & Co.
Westchester Medical Center
WICC/WEBE108FM

CAREER FAIR PREP
SESSIONS:
Thurs. Jan. 30th -3:00, BCC 206
Tues., Feb. 4th - 4:00, BCC 200
Wed., Feb. 5th ~ 3:00, BCC 206
Be sure to attend!!

~Wide range of industries attending.
~A11 majors and students are encouraged to attend.
-Research those firms you are interested in and come prepared to
meet the representative and have a conversation regarding your
interest in their firm.
~Dress: Business casual.
-Bring several copies of your resume.
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All we want for Christmas...are our grades!
BY MEGAN MCGORY

Finals are over; you're at home awaiting notification of your crucial Calculus
grade. While you're hoping for a miraculous A and praying for a C, the feeling you
get when you see your grades is worse than
getting an F.
Your grade is not posted
Missing grades were the case for many
students over the winter break, and some
did not even receive their grades until after
they had returned from the break.
"Some were there early, but one of my
grades wasn't there until January," said
Caitin Lutton, '03, "It wasn't that big of a
deal."
Liz Cummings, '03, felt differently.
"It's frustrating that I didn't know my GPA
right away," she said, "It's a nuisance when
possible future employers want to know
your GPA and you can't give it to them. It
doesn't make you look good when it's really something you can't help."
Why the wait? After all, the academic
calendar posted on Fairfield's Web site states
that "all grades due at University Registrar's
Office 72 hours after each final exam is administered."

who may not be doing so well, but for
the student who worked very hard to
learn more than what was needed, it's
nice to know the benefits of putting in
the extra effort."
According to a Jan. 2 letter from
Academic Vice President Orin
Grossman to a late professor (whose
name has been kept confidential), the
university policy about the timely submission of grades "is not simply for
the convenience of the administration".
He further stated that late grades cause
problems with probation and withdrawal lists, which must be completed
by the beginning of the spring semester.
"Students have a right to know
whether they will be attending Fairfield
Danny Schwartzman/The Mirror
University in the spring semester and
Pipeline problems: Students angry over not being able to access schedules the
under what conditions," the letter says.
day before classes started.
Problems arise elsewhere, such as with
While campus pipeline had sporadic with students not receiving their grades were the Dean's list and rank sheets. The letter
problems over the break, the problem was actually few and far between, but cited that further states, "without a complete set of
almost entirely due to some dilly-dallying "problems with pipeline and late professors grades, these lists will be wrong; the rank
sheets will be wrong and will need to be reprofessors- one of whom had not submitted were the worst".
done."
his grades until as late as Jan. 13.
While, at the moment, there is no penLate grades incur problems with the
Timothy Snyder, dean of the School of alty for professors who do not submit their
Registrar's
Office, causing incomplete grade
Arts and Sciences, said that the problems grades in a timely manner, if it becomes a
consistent problem, the Dean's Office will mailers to be sent and later must be re-done,
try to work with the problematic professor and they must also answer numerous phone
calls from angry students inquiring why
in order to correct the problem.
"Students should know we take this their grades aren't available.
Besides problems with the Registrar
matter very seriously," Snyder said, "The
first evidence of that is the number of times and Deans' offices, many students have to
this has happened is very small and all deans send complete transcripts to graduate
and departments get right on this. Not only schools or other places, and they cannot afis knowing your grade a relief for students ford to wait.

The Career Planning Center is continuing
Drop-in hours this semester through February.
"...when is the cutoff date?"

FREE TAN

"...who do I need to talk to?"

WEDNESDAYS 1:30-3:00
THURSDAYS 1:30-3:00
"...when are they conning to campus?"

.what do I need to wear?"

As before, counselors will be available for 5 minute
"mini" sessions to address basic resume questions,
tips on interviewing, cover letters and general
correspondence with employers and alumni.

HOT SPRING BREAKS
Discount coupons up to $250
Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica
& Bahamas packages with air.
Our staff's 18th Spring Break
1-800-328-7513
www.hotspringbreaks.com

HOLLYWOOD TANS
You don't have to go to Hollywood... to get a Hollywood Tan!

1

Fairfield

Stratford

Norwaik

2175 Black Rock Tpk
Next to Starbucks.
203-336-TANS

1345Barnum Ave
Across from KFC
203.385.8555

440WestportAve
0.7 miles east of Stews
203.847.7755

www.HollywoodTan.com
'Free tan in the HT 54 booth! ID Required. New customers only. Expires 2/7/03 CODE: FF1

CMCm # ACAWLC0 # JAMAICA
BAHAMAS # FL0HDA

PROMOTE TRIPS
ON CAMPUS,
EARN CASH, GO FREE!!
CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS!!

<MLiK) TRAVEL

^BEM SERVICES

1.800.648.4849
www.ststravel.com
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Books and schedules: better late than never
BY EILEEN ARNOLD

After three weeks of vacation bliss, it's
hard coming back to the grind of college.
The annoying reality of unpacking, procuring your class list, and buying your books
(which can cost you or your parents upwards
of $300) is what you have to look forward
to. The last thing you want in this chaotic
time is a problem.
Unfortunately for Fairfield students,
problems in the system seemed to pop up at
every turn. Students started arriving back
on campus on Sunday, Jan. 12, but a number of them, mostly athletic teams and those
who live in the townhouses and apartments,
were on campus for days before that. The
Saturday before the start of class found the
bookstore closed.
Meghan Doherty, '05, had been on
campus since Dec. 28 and was upset that
the store was closed so soon before classes
started.
"I thought being back early I could
avoid the insanity, but I still had to wait until Sunday to buy my books when the rest
of the undergraduate population was there."
Once the bookstore was open on Sunday, more problems awaited customers.
With classes one day away, a number of the
books required for courses were not even
available, with no certain idea of when their
arrival would be.

when students attempted to get their
class schedules and
room locations over
Campus Pipeline. It
was down until late
at night.
Karima Ovins,
'04, who had an 8:00
a.m. class the next
morning, was upset
at the delay. "This
wasn't a problem
when the registrar
would leave copies
of student's schedules in mailboxes before classes started.
If the university is
going to have class
begin on a Monday,
they need to ensure
that students are able
Dana Tompkins/The Mirror
to be properly preButting heads with bookstore: A Fairfield student
fights to buy her books before classes start.
pared."
But is all this really a conspiracy to
Carolyn Arnold, '05, was assigned a make our lives even more miserable these
reading from a book that has not arrived yet, first few days back? Barbara Farrell, the
but said, "It inconveniences me of course, Fairfield University bookstore manager,
but as long as the professor knows that the explained that even though the bookstore
books aren't in, I can't get in trouble."
was not open last Saturday the staff was
Even after the trials and tribulations of there, working. The bookstore has to deal
the bookstore, more problems occurred with a number of pre-orders every semester, and Farrell explained that because of the

Upcoming Career Fairs
(Dates and Times)
ldealist.org
William College - March 2
Philadelphia - March 25
Boston - April 25
Fairfax (DC Area) - May 1
Womenforhire.com
NYC-February 19
Boston - April 8
Washington DC-April 15
NYC-June 17

work needed to put together the pre-orders,
"Logistically, we could not be open on Saturday. There were not enough hands."
In addition, she explained that there are
a number of variables that factor into books
being late, including late requests from professors. The bookstore also shops around
for used books before they go to the editors
for books, who are busy themselves, servicing universities across the nation. Farrell
said that it was "a huge task."
As for Campus Pipeline, Kevin Clancy,
the account executive, stated that the administrative section that handles that information had scheduled downtime for an upgrade.
"In the past, messages were put up to
alert people to the situation, but there was a
miscommunication in this instance."
Even if you could not access your personal account, however, there is an online
catalogue of all class listings and room numbers under the School Services tab. It may
not be as convenient as having your own
schedule available, but it's the failsafe in the
event that you can't access your own account.
All college students must accept certain inevitable truths; coming back to school
is a pain, books are expensive, and web sites
will crash. To avoid these problems, preorder your books, learn the ins and outs of
Campus Pipeline, and buy your dad a
present in thanks for the amount of cash he's
dropping for your education.

Put a little Sunshine
in your Inbox.
HIGH: 84
LOW: 62

Careerconferences.com
Career 2003
Washington DC - February 3
Psijobfair.com (Diversity job fair)
Pittsburgh - March 25
Washington DC - September 25-26
Jobfind.com
Boston - February 4
Hartford.edu/careerfair
West Hartford - February 20
Fairfield University Career Fair
(See ad in this week's Mirror on page 5)
Alumni Hall - February 6 12-3 p.m.

Receive Local Weather Updates via Email.
Not to mention Headline News, College Sports, and more.

Register Today at
www.fairfieldmirror.com

MIRROR

It's worth
looking into.

It's the best way to stay informed... and it's free.
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Want free room and board? Become an RA
BY JENN COLE

At Fairfield, the life of a Resident Assistant is never dull.
From talking with different residents to
catching students in compromising situations in public areas of the dorm, there is
always an event to entertain. In addition to
going on rounds to make sure all is well in
their dorm the nights they are on duty and
filling out the Report of Incident forms
which are immediately sent to Judicial for
further action, they make sure that their residents always have someone to talk to if problems arise.
"I get to help or just be there for someone. It makes it all worth it," said RA Eddie
Seavers '03.
One RA remembers his first weekend
on duty his sophomore year when a resident came down the stairwell giving everyone a sip of his own recipe from a red Solo
cup. Little did he know that the next person
he handed the cup and listed the ingredients
to was the last person he should have told.
The funniest thing I have encountered
on rounds is when students don't realize that
I'm an RA. I have been offered beer and
been invited to parties on at least a few occasions," said RA Jacki Braiewa '04.

Seavers recalls one night when he and
another RA were doing rounds and heard a
girl's voice in the men's bathroom. Going
in, they couldn't see the girl but then heard
her voice from behind a closed shower door
with the water going.
"It was almost like astonishment. We
flipped the lights, knocked on walls. Finally
the water stopped, and this guy came out
with just a cowboy hat pulled low over his
face," Seavers recalled.
Most RAs choose to apply for the position because they want to get involved in
the lives of other students and receive free
room and board and a faculty parking permit. They are living on a floor as the big
brother or sister for their residents, always
doing whatever they can to make life in the
dorms at Fairfield a little easier.
"My RA is extremely responsive to our
needs as freshmen. She is there to help us
with problems and tries her best to engage
us in the activities on campus," said Jaime
Laginestra '06.
As part of their duty, RAs run floor programs of various activities, such as movie
trips, paint-ball, hiring a masseuse, and barbecues.
Our RA is a great guy, and the pizza
programs rock," says Sean Sorensen '06.

Chris Donato/The Mirror

RAs reaching out: RA Melissa Newicki, '05, (right) lends a helping hand to her
resident, Michaela Smith, '06.
The application and interview process Workshops are held all day long, where the
is lengthy, and begins in February. The pro- RAs are trained in counseling and mediacess consists of a group interview session, tion, crisis management, and social and edufollowed by interviews with Laura Cantrell, cational programming.
associate director of Residence Life, and an
RA training is really helpful for big
interview with an RHC and two RAs. All problems that an RA may have to handle,
applicants must also spend time with an RA but when it comes to everyday life there is
on duty in order to get a sense of what the no better training than just living and workposition entails.
ing on the floor," Braiewa says.
Once the new RAs are chosen, they reApplications for interested students are
ceive instructions for the RA training ses- available in the Office of Residence Life
sions, held the last two weeks of summer. located in Gonzaga Hall.

Unlimited global career opportunities
UBS Warburg is a pre-eminent global
investment bank. Our business
encompasses: Equities, Finance and
Control, Fixed Income and Foreign
Exchange, Information Technology,
Investment Banking and Operations.
The key to achieving growth and
change is proactively recruiting the best
and brightest people into an inspiring
culture, providing the opportunity and
the resources to succeed. Our firm is
focused on education, but it will be up
to you to turn that education into your
own success story. At UBS Warburg,
you will have the freedom to
demonstrate your strength of character
in an environment where achievement
and reward are naturally connected.

www.ubswarburg.com

We are accepting resumes from the
Class of 2004. We welcome those
interested to apply via your career
office by:
Wednesday, January 29,2003
(Finance and Control)
Tuesday, Februarys 2003
(Operations)
Interviews will be held at your Career
Service Office on:
Wednesday, February 19,2003
(Finance and Control)
Tuesday, February 25,2003
(Operations)
To apply for a position, please visit your
career office or our website:
www.ubs.com/graduates

$> UBS Warburg

U8S Warburg is a business group of UBS AG. in the U.S., securities underwriting, trading and brokerage
activities and M&A advisory activities are conducted by UBS Warburg LLC, an indirect subsidiary of UBS AG that
is a registered broker-dealer and a member of the New York Stock Exchange and other principal exchanges and
SIPC. In the U.K., these services are provided by UBS Warburg Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of UBS AG that is
regulated in the U.K. by the SFA, to persons who are not private customers in the U.K.
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Jazz up your day

HATE EVERYTHING!
SEAN HAYES

The evils of
group work
"Get rid of the group work!"
I have written that on so many
teacher evaluations that I have finally lost count. I cannot stand
group work. I cringe when teachers talk about it on the first day of
class. I hate having to look around
the room and wonder which people
will make up my undoubtedly
dead-weight brain trust.
I do not understand the concept. If you are part of a space
shuttle crew or trying to draft up a
business proposal, chances are you
will need to work in teams, I'll give
you that. But if you were flying to
the moon, whom would you want
on your team: six people who
learned everything on their own,
or six people who relied on others
to help them reach the correct answer? Let's face facts; group work
creates a system in which some
students will be able to squeak by
without doing anything.
We've all been in a group at
one time or another, and the same
thing always happens. One or two
students do the majority of work,
lead the discussion, and direct the
group. Meanwhile, the rest of the
students are just along for the ride,
hoping that they'll still get an A.
And let's not kid ourselves, the
reason I don't think a majority of
students rebel against group work
is because it is easy. It's easy to
do nothing, and group work allows
the biggest bang for the buck: the
highest grade for the least work.
The Dolan School of Business
seems to be the central command
for group work on this campus. I
am not a business major, however,
and surely many will say that I do
not understand that this is how it
goes in the business world. Yeah,
and who were the guys who helped
Bill Gates start Microsoft? Who
helped Steve Case start AOL? Last
time I checked, Disney was still
named after one person. If working as a team was so important,
why does every sporting event
have a most valuable player? It is
a simple fact that teams aren't remembered or rewarded, the individuals who rise to the top are.
Make us write papers, do our own
work, stand in front of the class by
ourselves and talk. That will make
us better students; it will make us
thinking, capable, intelligent and
self-sufficient people.
Surely this would create a university of smarter students. What
could be wrong with that? After all,
I hear there is safety in numbers.
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Editor: Stephanie Sierzputowski
E-mail: campuslife@fairfieldmirror.com

Grab your daily caffeine fix at Barone's new Jazzman s Cafe
BY JESS RIU

It's 8:05 in the morning.
Your stomach's growling, your
eyes can't seem to keep themselves
open more than a crack, and you're
already late for your first class.
What are you to eat?
You don't have time to sit and
eat breakfast in Barone, and the
Stag cannot offer you much more
than a bagel and some rather boring coffee. If only there was another alternative...
The Jazzman's Cafe, located on the third floor of the Campus Center, will soon open, giving
students that other option.
The cafe will offer a variety
of coffees, teas, donuts and pastries, as well as sandwiches and
salads, making it a convenient
place to grab a coffee and a sweet
breakfast treat on the way to class.
"I pass through the BCC at
least twice a day and I think the
coffee bar is in a very useful and
central location," said Chris
Dulude, '06.
According to Jim Fitzpatrick,
assistant vice president of student
services, plans for the cafe started

oiro/The Mirror

Grand opening: The much-anticipated Jazzman's is slated to open by tomorrow.
last April, and have been almost a
year in the making.
"We were looking for something to jazz up the operation;
something to give it a spark,"

Fitzpatrick said. Sodhexho presented the school with several
ideas for a new eatery, including a
grill, an Italian pizzeria, and a coffee bar.

"We felt that, for the location,
the coffee bar seemed the

SEE "COFFEE" ON P.
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Fairfield nightlife: dressed to impress
BY CARLEIGH BROWER

It's Saturday night, and my
roommate and I are getting dressed
to go out. Every weekend we go
through this, tossing piles of pants
and shirts onto our floor in disgust,
hating everything we own except,
of course, our sweatpants.
"Please don't get dressed tonight," she begs me. "Let's just
stay in our sweatpants."
I shrug, because after all,
we're probably only going to my
boyfriend's house, and I don't
much care who sees me over there.
Yet somehow, several hours
later, walking home, our friend
convinces us to knock on the door
of a friend's townhouse, and I'm
wondering why sweatpants
seemed like such a good idea earlier in the night.
"We're only stopping by for
a second," she assures me, as I look
down at my comfy outfit warily.
Already, walking over here,
we've passed about five packs of
freshman girls in black pants and
tight club shirts, an outfit I've
come to think of as the Fairfield
uniform.
Somehow, no matter what
time of day, these girls are always

dressed to the nines, hair blown dry
and makeup applied for a 9 a.m.
class, a class I've stumbled into in
my pajamas.
That doesn't bother me much,
but this is a different situation. I'm
not in the habit of going to a party
dressed like I just rolled out of bed.
Maybe I'll be lucky, I think, and
no one will be there.
The door swings open, and
my worst fears are confirmed. The
house is packed, and I feel like a
spotlight's pointed directly at me,
the jerk who forgot to get dressed.
Everyone but my roommate
and I seem to know the protocol
for partying at Fairfield, especially
on the first weekend back, when
everyone's trying to make a good
impression.
I look out into the sea of tight
blaclc pants, noticing more than a
few people that I know and really
don't want to see looking like this.
Although all I want to do is
leave, we end up caught in the
crowd, lost in a shuffle that inevitably leads us down to the basement. Oh well, I think, at least it's
dark down there.
My roommate confirms that
it's not my imagination—we're
definitely getting strange looks.

I turn to her and announce that
this is a sign that we've arrived, that we're too cool
to care what we're wearing. She's not buying it.
I glance at the girls
trying to get the attention of the guys at the
beer pong table, and
realize that in these
outfits, we're so not
getting next game.
I think of all the
times we'd done
this as freshmen,
gotten too dressed
up and tried way
too hard, and I realize that it's
kind of sad to
still being doing
this two years
later.
I mean,
look at where
we are—a cellar
with
SEE
"SWEATS"

ON P. 10
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stions
1. Who exactly is Jan Buswell?
I book all non-academic events. I take
care of the physical setups of events.
I'm also keeper of the master calendar
and Campus Weekly, which I hope
everyone reads.
2. You know what's scheduled on
campus, but what's your schedule
like?
It varies day to day - you come in,
plan things out, but it could change in
a minute. You could plan to handle
events in the morning, and someone
comes in with a problem that you
come right in and might not be able to
tackle events until the next day.
3. What occurs every Thursday at 6
PM?
The Mirror meeting.
That's correct. DING! Although we
do need to get that back on the
calendar...
4. Other than having everyone know
your name, are there any perks to
your job?
My knowing everyone else. I get to
meet practically everyone on campus,
which is fun.
5. Do you get paid by the e-mail?
I wish I did because I'd be rich!
6. Do you hate spam?
I just delete it as soon as I get it. It
doesn't bother me as much as it does
other people.
7. Can I get the e-mails you send in
a digest version?
We're looking into changing how emails are sent, so we can send it once
a day or week instead of individually.

jrh,
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This week: Jan Buswell
BCC Operations Assistant
"No one sends those e-mails better!"

8. What's the best part of your day?
The whole day. I love coming to work.
You don't have many bad days in the
campus center.
Like power outages.
Exactly! Or a fire alarm. There's
always something fun during the day.

Without a doubt - I can't wait to get my
first cappuccino.

9. Let's play the pyramid: underline,
blue text, boldface...
E-mail.
Actually, it's Microsoft Word. BUZZ!
Oh, I got buzzed!
Well, you got a ding earlier.
I guess that's OK. One ding and one
buzz.

17. What would you recommend as a
must-see movie?
What I'd like to see, especially after all
of the awards it won [Monday], is
Chicago. That seems like it's a mustsee movie.

12. Will you join me in petitioning
Congress to make more than 10
inches of snow a year
illegal?
Yes, I will. I hate snow.

16. Which artist do you think should
just stop recording music?
John Tesh. He should've stopped with
Entertainment Tonight.

18. SUVs: gas guzzlers or fashion
statement?
Gas guzzlers.

Are they safe in your mind?
Not at all. They're the most
unsafe vehicles on the road. I just
came back from Myrtle Beach. I
passed three accidents and every
one had an SUV over the center
divide.
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lation hanging from the ceiling and a suspiciously sticky substance coating the floor,
vying for a spot closest to a piece of plywood
held up by two chairs.
It's not exactly the kind of place you'd
normally consider wearing your best shoes to.
I look down at my scuffed up sneakers
and smile. On second thought, maybe we are
the coolest people in the basement.
If only we had stopped there. But no, now
confident in the knowledge that we can walk
into a party in our sweats if we want to, we
head down the block to pick up our other
roommate on the way home.
We're confronted on the porch by a scantily clad group of shivering girls waiting to get
in. The look they shoot us clearly says we

ment? I
fun, wl

20. Any last words?
Thanks, Josh. I think my job is
still safe at the campus center.

15. Are you looking
forward to the opening
of Jazzman's?

CONTINUED FROM P.

tivitiesj
leave I

goes tq
"It's th|
up.

14. Do you eat Fairfield
food or do you bring
your own food to avoid
the laxatives?
I eat in the snack bar,
usually the soup which is
very good.

pete with and beat Starbucks."
If nothing else, the new cafe will at least
most natural," Fitzpatrick said.
be more accessible to students than Starbucks.
Jazzman's is a new Sodexho operation
Jazzman's Cafe will be open from 9 a.m.
that the company is trying to install in a num- to midnight Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m.
ber of colleges.
to 2 a.m. on Fridays, 11 a.m. to 2 a.m. on Sat"As far as I
urdays, and 11
7'k '-n o w , "
a.m. to midnight
Fitzpatrick said,
on Sundays.
We have our fingers crossed.
"we are the first to
Fitzpatrick
—Jim Fitzpatrick on Jazzman's
have the full
said
that if the
—
JJ cafe."
cafe does well
Jazzman's will open as soon as the town enough, more hours may be added.
building inspector comes to take a look at it.
Students seem to be looking forward to
"Sodexho is ready, we're ready, the bak- the grand opening as well.
ers are already baking! Now, it's just a ques"I think it's a great idea," said Meghan
tion of when the building inspector can get Sullivan, '06. "There's more of a selection
here. Hopefully it will be by Friday at the lat- than just the regular coffee and hot chocolate
est," Fitzpatrick said. "We have our fingers that they have in the Stag, and it's a nice place
crossed. We're anxious to start trying to com- to sit while you're waiting to meet someone."

Mom]

Tyler'!
Heart"!
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19. When will you attach a
picture of yourself to an e-mail
so students will know who you
are?
I don't think I have to since it's
now going to be published in The
Mirror.

13. Better technology: email or cell phones?
Cell phones because it's
immediate. You don't
know if they're sitting at
their computer checking
e-mail. With a cell phone,
you know. People can
also say that they don't
get the e-mail.

Coffee haven

wm

don't belong there.
Undaunted, we walk right in. Knowing
most of the guys here, I don't much care when
they tease us with catcalls.
When a kid I meet five minutes later tells
me I look like a slob, though, I lose my sense
of humor.
Unbelievable? Unfortunately, not by
Fairfield's standards.
So, my question to all of you is, why does
it matter so much what we wear? Are we really that superficial? Who are we trying to impress?
Come on girls, take a chance—when your
alarm goes off at 8 am, hit snooze, and wear
your pajamas to class.
Or take it to the next level-wear your pjs
to the beach. Laugh at yourself. Life's too
short to spend it in binding clothes.
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When all else fails, create your own fun
; a child, whenever I complained to my mother, "There's
to do", she would quickly retort, "When I was your
had to occupy ourselves...go get some of the neigh\d kids together and play 'Kick the Can' or 'Kihg of the
ain'."
Ihile I still do not really know how to play either game,
pad a point about creating one's own entertainment.
|ith this sentiment in mind, I devised a catalogue of acto pass the weekend that do not even require you to
tie townhouses!
10 needs the bright lights of the big city for entertainI When tired of the same old same old, try one of these
tolesome activities:
iraoke
jve karaoke, although I was not present at Friday's fes| at the Levee.
> boyfriend loves me, but not enough to belt out Bonnie
seven-minute masterpiece "Total Eclipse of the
.again,
bid a Karaoke Kontest in your living room. First prize
| anyone who can get through even one verse of REM's
: End of the World As We Know It" without screwing

AROUND THE 'HOUSE
ALISON MARSHALL
DID YOU MISS IT?
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED
ON THE MIRROR ONLINE.

Just this past weekend my roommate went from raw umber to
sassy honey blonde.
The first person with bright purple hair who comes up to
me will get a pint of Ben & Jerry's courtesy of my Stag Bucks.
(A stag is a type of male deer, and a buck is a male deer... how
strange...)

■

Movie Party
Gather friends around the warm glow of the telly and
watch a movie, offering running commentary MST3K-style
during its showing.
This works especially well if the movie has a catchphrase.
"The dingo ate my baby!"

Fights
I am in no way an advocate for violence; however, watching two supposedly grown men tussle in the snow after midnight is amusing.
If such a brawl breaks out, take advantage of the event's
Deep and Informed Conversations Regarding U.S.
entertainment value before the flashing red and blue lights Foreign Policy
put a stop to it. Pretend you are watching an episode of the
What, like you have something better to do?
WWE and give the drunken pugilists stage names (i.e. The
Canadian Mountie) and a storyline. Loudly complain to anyHave a good weekend and be creative.
one who will listen that the Mountie lacks the stage presenceof Triple H.
Alison Marshall is an online columnist. Read a fresh
column every Monday three days before it arrives in print!
Dye Your Hair a Sassy Color
Check her out on our website, www.fairfieldmirror.com
This campus is strongly lacking in hair-color diversity.
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Send in Cheers & E
mirror(q)fairi .fair
2 who bought me hot tea Saturday
ng...to almost one week sober...to four
in one week...to the stoop kids...to
■a who cleans our office so
|erfully...to men's volleyball...to
fcProud...to "you must be dead if you
Feelin this!"...to the Latin shot, you
Ithe one with the worm...to potato chips
Idals, what, they're still good...to galIf wine for 8 dollars...to the oven that
lies...to sitting around for 12 hours
|g Zelda on N64...to drinking a half
] of wine by yourself...to going to bed
l. and waking up at 3 p.m. Thursday
|h Saturday...to "the closet" getting that
|hotter...to "umm I forgot"...to banger
; a beer dumped on him at Russell's...to
|g the pitter-patter of little feet for the
le since May...to Jill the bouncer...to
|ble lasagna, you punk...to Jimmy and
now-who in the other guy's bed...to
k" making the run back to the house
|s...to what a perfect nest the "hand of
lakes...to the deck of the closet fall' the house...to sitting in chairs for 12
|straight...to finally beating Zelda...to
I chianti, best deal around...to hipnotiq
fue stuff)...to everything going your
a Saturday night...to the crazy lone
|r...to Suzanne's new teaching
In...to living in a floral shop...to Robo
; cruise booking skills...to the guys at
bca Vista, you are the best...to the Big
ping one again...to the girls...to Erika's
Jo boob wars...to returning to the beach
-.^.to the High Tide's New Year's
I to a three-day weekend right away...to
; th i s the best semester of the past four
I.to Kelbel's 22nd birthday...to Baby's
|ep...to Caitlin 0...to the "Pepi" girls
JFirenzc.to Amanda's hot 21st
by...to Porter for staying in the cage all
ItoCaciliam "for example"...to having
I, old-fashioned crush, or 2...to Celeste

and Trever, just cause it's hard to live without
them making us laugh...to being back...to
boozin all week...to Jen, Anna, and Columbus coming back...to hallway bocce...to
SAP..to money intramural pickups...to gimme
a liter cola...to the miraculous event of a walking belt...to neighbors finding the stolen
contraband...to Nadji al Hadequi's worry
beads...to the TR bio on the History Channel,
Bully!...to making fun of staff members...to
finally getting a new room...to having people
to help me with my work...to classes I'm actually interested in...to 15 people in the office
on Tuesday night...to Steph expanding the
Cheers & Boos...to having $2000 in dining
dollars...to having friends who went abroad
come home...to Steph - she's still a cutieL.to
filling stomachs of The Mirror using all these
extra unneeded dining dollars - thanks to
Sodexho!...to Simon from American Idols...to
Ms. CL getting out of here before 2 a.m....to
just how cool @ $$ looks in Cheers & Boos...to
having my half-birthday...to plans to go to
Vegas in July...to the Mirror alumni event ...to
"being away from my wife"...to "TWO
books"...to chats until 6 a.m....to getting along
with new roommates but not thinking you
would...seeing my long distance boyfriend in
a week...to Uncrustables...to candy...to
Simpsons watches...to this just in, go to
hell!...to smoking weed in the streets without
cops harassing...to not resisting arrest...to mr.
x's mall rant...to Oliver Stone's director
commentaries...to Nachman's suede suit...to
"just in case you are attacked by 77 men and
need 77 different knives"...to the new A&E
editor...to "make it more leather hat, you know,
courdoroy?"...to the emasculation of Art
Mann...to "i'm ashamed, but I want to buy
this"...to Blind Date: Uncensored...to writing
a cheer made up of nothing more than a story
of the cheer itself in order to fill up space...to
"a bear don't crap in the woods if its really a
dog"...to pooping in the woods...to being done

Mail: BoxAA
to the White Stripes...to the overpronunciation
of Rs in Lord of the Rings films...to Zwan...lo
hate...to the bizarre idiosyncacies that make
us all human...to things revealed during "never
ever have I ever" games that just shouldn't
be...to changing people's quotes, Condor...to
prep kids who won't fess up to throwing
snowballs...to someone puking at our
house...to whoever broke our deck, clogged
our toilet, and put toothpaste all over our
bathroom...to the forest of misery...to not being able to beat Zelda for 7 days and
counting...to no food in our fridge...to every
Fairfield girl who doesn't have a brain...to
Stag card freeloaders...to annoying people...to
hangers-on...to stew being in more then one
piece...to my liver and my lungs not making
it through the weekend...to people who don't
realize the relevance and depth of 2pac
lyrics...to Porsche SUVs...to Lizzie Grubman.
good luck in Sing Sing...to the free world...to
fundamentalism...to loose ends...to late night
infomercials...to the keys behind the fridge...to
having to deal with poor, innocent little
things...to helping out best friends and getting yelled at for it...to enduring the stupid
comments of people who are absolutely
stupid...to being called Fairfield wh*res by a
lumberjack...to purple hair...to babysitting on
New Year's Eve, are you kidding me?...to
roast-beef sandwich eating morons...to the
tramp in the 9 block...to guys not wanting
relationships...to weird guys wanting ever
weirder stuff in bed...to Jena's fake mice...to
cleaning up after the best New Year's party
ever...to not knowing classes started on Monday instead of Wednesday...to having a party
where someone gets peed on...to Elvis pooping in my chimney...to the marketing research
project that ruled break...to Sergio's pizza
ads...to Keith paying way too much attention
to the aforementioned Sergio's ad...to "What
would you do for a Sergio's pizza?"...to "Let
me see yo ID"..to brownies aone bad...to the

1

Rolex thieves...to brats who actually own a
Rolex...to fencing...to yachting...to bass
farts...to forbidden entry and revelations of
it at social occasions...to losing half your
brain cells in one weekend...to the Rolex
thieves...to those who are lucky enough to
go to Florence this semester, good luck...to
spitting on roommates...to being out 100
bucks already...to a lack of sleep...to going
back to work...to stalkers...to practical jokes
gone bad. fess up...to friendships lost over a
belt...to Turns taking over your life...to things
turned in past deadlines, unless you're the one
doing it, then it's fine...to the kid that had to
have been on 10 things combined on Saturday night...to the Fairfield Nautilus" rigorous
publication schedule...to poorly timed panic
attacks...to 7 people in housing and no additional parking...to going from one pothead
room to another...to having roommates remove beds and then be too high to put them
back in...to all those robberies during the
break - leave our stuff alone...to pricey computers that won't let you access the
Internet...to really bad jokes...to this column
being sorely empty Wednesday al 12:30
a.m....to roommates thinking you're flirting
with their boyfriends but you're not...to
jealousy...to roommate fights and being in the
middle...to housing - three months and I
ended up in the same situation I left...to having "trust issues"...to skeletons coming out
of the closets...to drunken phone calls to exboyfriends...to someone dating a lookalike of
my roommate because the real thing wasn't
interested...to good friends' betrayal...to cell
phones with no service...to bad TV..to friends
who insult you...to soda after the ice has
melted - yuck!...to people named after
candy...to RUC collusion...to the red hand
defenders...to blu blocker sunglasses...to
there not being any good porno on HBO at 3
in the morning...to man hands...to leather hat
and corduroy...to spell checking boos...
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BY TARA TOULOUMIS

A

IFeardotCOm - Mur-

Boy - Surprising. No other word has
been used more to describe the best picture of
the year, and it is a worthy description. It is surprising the team behind
American Pie created a
mature and emotional
comedy. It is surprising
that Hugh Grant ditched
all his annoying Britisms and turned in the
performance of his career. It is surprising that
www.google.com
Badly Drawn Boy
A film about a boy: Hugh Grant and Nicholas Hoult.+
crafted
the
best
soundtrack since the Dust Brothers scored Fight Club. Surprises aside, About A Boy is
sad, funny, impressively made, and above all, entertaining as hell. The Weitz brothers
have raised the bar for mainstream movies, and we should all hope comedies in the future
are this intelligent. That would be a great surprise.

der victims mysteriously
turn up throughout New
York City. So far, so good.
What do these victims have in
common? They all died after
48 hours from viewing the lethal website feardotcom. Ugh.
The movie centers around a
overzealous detective trying to
unravel the case of the mystifying and murderous website.
You-can run but you can't hide
from your...computer? Give
me a break.

2

www.google.com

One lethal virus: Ha ha ha, a pun! Avoid like the
plague.

The Adventures Of PljltO Nash - Set on the moon in the year 2087,

Eddie Murphy stars as Pluto Nash, a shady nightclub owner who refuses to sell his
club to a local group of thugs. With a notable cast including Rosario Dawson, Jay
Mohr, and Randy Quaid, one would think this movie would at least contain a shred of
credibility. Maybe it's the overly campy costumes or the cheap styrofoam set, but The
Adventures of Pluto Nash is simply not funny.

j

2 Far From Heaven - Forget The Hours, an overblown Meryl Streep movie 3 Serving Sara - I understand a wildly popular sitcom in which you receive
with a cameo by Julianne Moore. The truly great thinking movie of the year could
easily have passed as one of the best movies of 1953. While the movie is a carboncopy of any movie shown on Bravo at 3:00 a.m. (The colors! The nuclear family clothes!
The slow dissolves between scenes!), the truly great accomplishment of Far From Heaven
is using examples of past ignorance to show how far we still have to go. The excellent
work of Moore, Dennis Quaid, and Dennis Haysbert (a trifecta of the year's best performances) helps create a blistering satire of our modern day problems with gossip, homophobia, and racial prejudice.

3 The Kid Stays In The Picture - Yes, it is true; the best documentary of
the year is not about guns. Told almost completely through the use of still photographs, the story of Robert Evans reign as a movie mogul is ironically, the stuff of
which movies are made. While the movie does ignore a few marriages and treats a cocaine problem like it started and stopped within the span of a week, these omissions are
more than made up for by the amazing stories Evans (as the narrator) recites for our amusement. Technically, the camerawork in the film stands as the gold standard for how to bring
still images to life. Amazingly, the story
of the man who helped create Rosemary's
Baby, The Godfather, Chinatown and Love
Story is on par with those cinematic classics.

4 Bowling For Columbine
Michael Moore's best work succeeds
because the ultra-leftist mannerisms
that have marked most of his recent works
are gone. While Moore still takes potshots
at corporate greed and conservatives,
Bowling unfolds like two of the best epiwww.google.com
sodes of 60 Minutes ever made. The film Michael Moore: Taking aim.
jumps from vignette to vignette, from the
harrowing security footage of Columbine, to a hilariously constructed montage all of the
worst stories ever feared on the evening news. Side Note: The fact that this movie is rated
"R" is absolutely idiotic.

MORE OF THE BEST FILMS ON P.

15

seven figures per episode can become redundant, but please Matthew Perry, don't
stray from what works! In a very lackluster performance as a process server, Perry
stars alongside Elizabeth Hurley and Cedric the Entertainer in this pathetic and embarrassingly unfunny movie. One scene actually calls for Perry to stick his arm up a bull's
anus to promote the release of... fluids. Not exactly Oscar material.

4 Master of Disguise - Any
movie that features a guy named Pistachio Disguisey is almost destined
for failure. The main problem with Master of Disguise is that most of the humor
in the movie is best appreciated by an eight
year old child. The repetitive fart jokes,
overdone impressions, and bland PGfriendly humor simply become tiresome
after fifteen minutes. Dana Carvey is definitely a talented comedian, but nothing can
save this pointless mess.

5 Adam Sandier's Eight
Crazy Nights - Imagine a threebreasted woman, who could feed
three kids at once or a talkingrdeer that
eats its own droppings. Don't these images just inspire holiday cheer? Eight
Crazy Nights, Adam Sandler's disgusting
www.google.com
animated film, pushes gross-out humor to
Pistachio Disguisey in action: Is he not
the extreme. Jam packed with violence
turtlely enough for the Turtle Club?
and defecation, it is so inappropriate that
neither children nor adults can enjoy it. Although I applaud Sandler's attempt to make a
Jewish holiday film, it is necessary that his mentality be raised to at least a third-grade
level.

MORE OF THE WORST FILMS ON P.

15
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BY KATE NAPOLITANO

IThe Flaming Lips: Yoshimi
Battles the Pink Robots - Mix

IAvril Lavigne: Let Go - what's worse

acoustic guitars, some techno beats and pop
song writing skills that come with being in music
for as long as the Flaming Lips have been and
that's what "Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots" is.
It's a kind of a concept album: all the songs flow
together with the general theme of a girl named
Yoshimi versus killer robots. On some of the
songs, the lyrics are just a woman's screaming
voice. On others the lyrics are some of the best
the Lips have ever written (like the line from Do
www.amazon.com
You Realize?? that goes "Do you realize that ev- Yoshimi versus the world: The
eryone you know someday will die?"). Songs like Flaming Lips' 2002 effort.
Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots Part One are like
techno pop folk songs, and Flight Test (the theme from MTV's show 3 South) buries itself
into your mind and doesn't leave for weeks. It's the best album of the year.

2Coldplay: A Rush of Blood to the Head - More subtle and slower

than Christina and Brittney? Their imitatiors. Avril
Lavigne's "Let Go" is the latest pop-clone album.
The only thing she added to the decent bouncy tunes
studio musicians laid out for her (like Mommy dressing
her for kindergarten) were so-so lyrics and Alanis
Morissette's vocal style.

2 The Tragically Hip: In Violet Light
"In Violet Light" was a big cliche. The tracks
simultaneously ripped off past albums, and each
other. Normally, their
bluesy rock is edgy and inspired, but this is the sort of
album people line dance to at a wedding. Try again,
fellas. We know you're capable of more.

3

Oasis: Heathen Chemistry -im about

www.google.com

Eazy, Breezy, Beautiful:
Cover girl Avril Lavigne, sans
racoon makeup.

as rabid an Oasis fan as Marcia Brady for Davy
Jones, so I'd accept any scrap of music they want to toss at me. Except "Heathen
Chemistry". Well okay, maybe it's not the worst album ever made, but enough with the
blatant Beatles references, boys! Make your own wonderfully sweeping music!

than "Parachutes," "A Rush of Blood to the Head" just feels darker. And that's
good, it shows the ability of the band to write more diversely. "Parachutes" wasn't
exactly cheery, but you'll be hesitant to find anything like Shiver on this album. It's much
more moody than their previous work, but it doesn't feel repedative. In My Place was the 4 Christina Aguilera: Stripped - If Christina Aguilera put on one article
obvious choice for first single, and I think it almost sticks out on the album. But it's the
of clothing for every song that was bad on her album, we'd have her bundled up as
only track that doesn't quite flow perfectly with the previous track. Put the album on, sit
Kenny on "South Park". "Stripped" is the album that couldn't decide its identity.
back, and just listen. The album is a ride through the English countryside on a rainy SepTo compensate, it lasts longer than an afternoon final on a ninety-degree day.
tember afternoon, enjoy it.
3Nada Slirf: Let Go - Yes, Nada Surf is still around, and they're making
incredible records. "Let Go" (the non-Avril version, thanks) is like a mix of Elliot
Smith and Wilco without quite the polish of the latter. Nada Surf's sound has matured a great deal since they've last been heard from by most of pop culture. "Let Go" is
also very dark and slow like "A Rush of Blood to the Head," but the music is suprisingly
diverse. I can't recommend this album enough. The songs are well crafted and hum-able,
but also carry a heavy load lyrically. Winter of '77 and Blonde on Blonde are the two stand
out tracks. Don't just pass them off as a one hit wonder because of the huge success of
their single Popular all those years ago. They've made a great album, and everyone should
give it a chance. And it's even got a song in French, everyone loves French.

4

Beck:
Sea Change - it's a

5

6

Santana: Shaman - Santana's amazing "Supernatural" was remarkable because of the innovative concept, the incredible guest talent involved, and the sincerity of the songs on the album. All of that is absent on "Shaman". Carlos, you're a
rock god who got a bunch of B-list talent to sing cutsie songs with you. I'd
fire your advisors, if I were you.

The Rising - "The Rising"
sounds like Bruce Springstein is falling. His rock has always been edgier
than fellow Jersey boy Bon Jovi, but
as of this album, Springstein seems as
much about bubble gum pop as he is.
Too bad the gum's flavor's gone stale.

8

Montreal:

Aldhils Arboretum - of Montreal is

stuff in the same style on all her albums. Always the same boring sound. The only
difference with "Charmbracelet" was all the drama that surrounded it because she
couldn't decide on the title. It's not the title that was the problem, Mariah.

7 Bruce Springsteen:

country-folk album, but
not just for the sake of doing
something different. "Sea
Change" The songs are done extremely well and, like Beck's
other albums, the album clashes
almost completely with his previous. Beck always keeps things
fresh and tries new things, and
he always pulls it off. This album
feels like it's coming from someone who's been singing folk his
entire life.

of

5Matiah Carey: Charmbracelet - Mariah Carey sings about the same

www.google.com

Little one: Beck's "Sea Change" turns the tide.

Matchbox 20: More
Than You Think You

Are -1 hope this doesn't mean
Rob Thomas of Matchbox 20 won't
www.google.com
Come on up for the rising: No, thank you.
marry me anymore, but More Than
You Think You Are" was a let down.
With a first single as much fun as "Disease", you'd think the rest of the album would
deliver more of a punch. Don't let me down ever again, Rob!

quickly becoming one of my favorite bands of all time. Though sometimes their music
can sometimes feel just a bit too "out there".

MORE OF THE BEST MUSIC ON P.
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1 Tracy Morgan: One Mic -

1CSI - Perhaps it is a testament to the mind-boggling stupidity of the American
television-viewing public as a whole that this show is so popular. This Law and
Order wannabe features forensic scientists tracking down and interrogating suspects;
in reality, they do nothing more than scientific grunt work that detectives need.

"Saturday Night Live" comedian
Tracy Morgan performs some of the
most hysterical stand-up Comedy Central
has ever scene in this one hour special taped
at New York's Supper Club. Want more
Morgan? Check out Comic Groove, hosted
by the man himself. Mondays on Comedy
Central

4

Sex and the City -1 know

Fear Factor - See #2. Seriously though, there's only so many times I can
watch some hot woman eat a horse anus for A CHANCE to win $50,000. And who
was the genius at NBC who said,
"Hey, you know who we could get to
host this show! The really annoying
guy from News Radio!" Evidently
Andy Dick was too busy.

2 Late Night with Conan
O'Brian - The Holy Grail of late
night shows. All the celebrity and flair of
other late night shows, but with a wittier host.
Bostonian and Harvard grad O'Brian's opening monologue is heads above the competition due to Conan's unpretentious sarcasm
and superior band, Max Weinberg (of Bruce
Springsteen's E Street Band) and the Max
Weinberg Seven.

2
3

Survivor - Enough already.

www.google.com

Tracy Morgan: is Brian Fellows.

3

The OsboiimeS - Sooner or later, reality TV was going to turn to celebrity and thank God it did. The Prince of F#*Aing Darkness and his family saved America
from a hostile Survivor take over with old fashioned family values. Be sure to
8131
, ,
,
, . _
,
•
•
watch the second season ofr this Emmy award winning series.
.nar.im

4 The NBC Thursday Night Lineup - Cliche, but true: no other night on
TV is more watched or more raved about. In its 9th season, Friends continues to
dominate the prime-time sitcom scene. The newer Scrubs is inventive and hysterical, while Will and Grace rounds off the night. Just make sure to jet before Good Morning, Miami, which is probably the worst sitcom of 2002.

5 The Sopranos - OK, didn't like the Sopranos this season? In its 4th season,
many were complaining that the HBO series had become too much talk, not enough
action. Still, even at its worst, the Soprano family is still the best. Watch February
2nd when HBO begins running seasons 1-4.

I'll catch hell for this, and people
will say that I just don't understand the humor in using a vibrator to
help get a newborn baby to sleep at
night, but nevertheless, this show is just
stupid. What really amazes me is that
week after week, millions of people still
tune in to watch four whiny, stupid
broads kibbutz about their sex lives. I
bet if the title for this show was different, no one would watch it. But the
people, they love the sex. Also, Kim
Catrall's recent win at the Golden
Globes highlights a new low for the
www.google.com
Hollywood Foreign Press: have these
people seen her character arc? Let's Sex and the Sex Sex They have a lot of sex.
see, in season 1 she was really easy and
now she's, oh wait, she's still really easy. What great writing! This show needs to be
banished to television hell, and please, take Arli$$ along for the ride.

Is it sports? Is it comedy? This show
is the best of both worlds. Sports fans
will appreciate the in-depth, expert
sports coverage; everyone else will
love watching Tom Arnold rag on everyone else.

5 Will and Grace - This show is the worst thing to happen to the gay rights
movement in television history. It's pretty sad
that the show is so popular among the gay
community. I mean, I think it's popular among the
/HV*
gay community. I mean, nevermind. Regardless, it
makes me wonder why a show can be so popular
when it reinforces so many of the stereotypes the
gay community as a whole has been fighting against
for decades.

73 South - MTV's newest

6 The Anna Nicole Smith Show -

animated series follows the
lives of freshman Sanford and
Del through their first year at the
third-rate Barder College. Watch
dumb boys with ridiculously low IQ's
guffaw Beavis and Butthead style,
and feel self-important.

This show is just terrifying. If the E! Network really wanted to follow around a waste
of life for a year, why couldn't they just pick me?
This show is one of the most uninspired pieces of
pop-culture feces that will ever stain the cultural
landscape of America.

6 The Best Damn
Sports Show, Period -

8 MTV: True Life - An
other award-winning MTV
www.MTV.com
documentary, True Life preThe joys of idiocy: Del and Sanford in their
sents a glimpse into subculture from
casual wear.
a first-person perspective. Look for
documentaries covering everything from marriage to midgets and everything in between.
Surprisingly, MTV's non-Osbourne attempt at reality television is twenty times better
than the crappier than anything Real World/Road Rules garbage that they air in repeats 20
times a day.

-

7 El's Wild On series - it pains me to
call this show bad, because I have watched it
from time to time. But let's be serious, the
www.google.com
only reason anyone watches this show (I doubt its With Love, Art Mann: He's
viewership is made up of anything more than hor- manntastic!
mone-mad teenagers too poor to afford pornography) is to see scantily clad women who are drunk partying it up with resident E! dufus Art
Mann, the posterboy for modern American emasculation.
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Best films of 2002: Continued
5 Lord Of The Rings - The Two Towers: while the middle act in the
Lord Of The Rings trilogy is more enjoyable than the first, the real success of this
film is Gollum. The special effects work done in this movie will stand as the landmark moment when CGI went beyond Jar Jar and into the realm of respectability. And
also, it has a dude sliding down a set of stairs, on a shield, and firing arrows, which is nice.

6 Every Scene of "Gangs of New York" without Cameron

caper ruins the film. It is pedestrian, unneeded and simply spells out the subtext for the
audience. That being said, Perdition is still heads above any mainstream "Oscar-caliber"
movie of the year, and Sam Mendes has followed up American Beauty with more gorgeous visuals and outstanding acting. What saves the film from its narrative blunders is
the way in which Mendes refuses to film anything resembling a gunfight. The final showdown between Tom Hanks and Paul Newman, which could have easily turned into a
Tommy-gun melee', is the most poetic form of violence of the past year.

Diaz - Her character sucks! She adds NOTHING to the film! Why is she in it? 9 Insomnia - NOTE: DO NOT read this if you haven't.seen the film. The best of
Can you imagine how much better this movie would be if her character was gone? Inpart of Christopher Nolan's follow-up to Memento isn't the great work of Al Pacino
stead, it would be a taught two-hour story of revenge, thus guaranteeing that the absoor Robin Williams, it's the editing. At the beginning of the film, we are shown
lutely phenomenal work of Daniel Day Lewis would be in nearly every scene. A gazillion
someone furiously scrubbing blood out of their clothes, and we can only assume it is the
superlatives have been written about Martin Scorcesse's "comeback," and they're all debad guy. The big "twist" comes later when we learn it was Pacino, and the cinematic
serving, so I'll end with one more complaint: Why the heck does Cameron Diaz need to
slight of hand is better than anything Charlie Kaufman came up with this year.
look through the mirror to pick her dance partner? Is it a magic mirror? Does it show
something that she wouldn't see if she, oh say, turned around?
Ill NarC -1 think "raw" is perhaps the most overused adjective when it comes to
-M-VF praising cop movies, and here's a movie that actually deserves it. The opening
7 The Pianist - The atrocities shown onscreen in this Roman Polanski masterchase shot completely by hand held cameras is worth the price of admission, and Ray
piece are much more haunting and horrifying than those in Schindler's List. That is Liotta's comeback from acting hell (Muppetsfrom Space anyone?) is worth the price of a
mainly because of the fine work of Adrien Brody as our true-life ivory playing prolarge soda and box of Goobers ($6.36).
tagonist; he carries the entire film with a wonderfully sympathetic performance, and thus
the horrors he sees are rendered that much more immediate and gruesome to the audience.
The climax of the film, in which a discovered Brody must play the piano for a high ranking Nazi, is perhaps the only time a film has actually been able to successfully show music
as a weapon. Side Note #2: This movie, like Bowling For Columbine, both won big at
CONTINUED FROM P. 13

Worst films of 2002

Cannes, last year. Why must we wait another year before we can see great movies?

8

Road To Perdition - The narration at the beginning and end of this crime

6 Crossroads - The most disappointing aspect of Crossroads is its director. Tamra
Davis, director of the clever cult flick Half Baked, heads this poor excuse of a coming-of-age film. Who talked her into this? Crossroads draws out like one long music
video, giving Britney ample chance to sing but little time to display coherent acting. I
think it's safe to say that the Pepsi commercials are more entertaining than this.

Best music of 2002

7 Enough - Enough claims to be a serious drama about spousal abuse. The film is
CONTINUED FROM P. 13
actually a predicable dribble of feminist empowerment, custom tailored for the truly
Their 1997 release, The Gay Parade, was a concept album all about life in a town in
mindless audience member. Just in case you really didn't get it, the director even
Montreal, and introduced several new characters with every song. But Aldhils Arboretum uses superfluous chapter titles to guide you. The only redeeming feature of this movie is
is much more pop, and proves that the band can just write a catchy song if they want. Jennifer Lopez's believable performance. Other than that, Enough is actually too much.
Pancakes for One and Doing Nothing can be downloaded at their site, http://ofmontreal.net
If you haven't heard them, check them out.
8 Bad Company - This movie accomplishes the amazing feat of actually making me want to gauge my eyes out. The only thing that keeps the audience awake
7 Ash: Free All Angels - Already a huge success in Europe, Ash proves that
during this flop is the occasional explosions. Bad Company, which boasts the unthey are indeed a shining light in the world of power pop. Free All Angels mixes likely pairing of Anthony Hopkins and Chris Rock, is a terrorist thriller...no wait, comedy...or
catchy music with well done lyrics and fantastic harmonies. There's a Beach Boys is it action flick? The movie cannot make up its mind. Whatever it is, Bad Company is
like facination with the ocean, driving around and sunny days. And their lyrics are on par just plain bad.
with them, too. Why aren't they gigantic in America yet?

8
9

WUCO: Yankee Hotel Foxtrot - This album is good. Really, really good.

They Might Be Giants: No! - Yes. Has any band made a children's
album since The Beatles? No. Should more bands make children's albums? Yes. Are
you still reading this? No. Anyway, it's good.

I f\ Geezer: Maladroit - A decent album from Weezer is still better than
-M. Vr most, but when compared to their previous works Mai adroit was something of a
let down. By basically letting posters on various Weezer internet message boards produce
the album, Maladroit was better than the colossal disappointment of The Green Album,
but still not up to par with their first two albums. Still, Maladroit has some epic moments.

Worst music of 2002
CONTINUED FROM P.
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9 Nirvana: Nirvana - Nirvana? Impossible to reach with their 2002 offering.
While the previously unreleased "You Know You're Right" does feature Kurt Cobain
at his grungy best, between this album and the publishing of his diaries, I can't help but
wonder if all this is truly for his glory or Courtney's wallet.

"I f\ Vari°us Artists: Spiderman Soundtrack - Now, i know this is a
li W random one, but "boo!" to the "Spiderman" movie soundtrack. Soundtracks
have gotten better as of late with good stuff like "Almost Famous" out there, but
this one clocks in at over an hour with only about four quality songs on there (counting the
original theme from the 60's cartoon, of course). If you're going to make a soundtrack,
make it buyable.

9 40 Days & 40 NightS - This crude attempt at a mature sexual comedy is just
that: crude. Josh Hartnett plays heartbroken Matt, who swears off sex for lent. Predictably, within minutes of making his telltale vow, he meets the girl of his dreams.
Didn't see that one coming. Although he is definitely nice to look at, Hartnett lacks the
finesse to pull off this endless 93 minute sex joke.
I m\ Solaris -Ladies and gentlemen, I have found a cure for insomnia! Described
M ' ' as a love story with a sci-fi twist, this remake of the 1972 original is jacked with
heavyweights: George Clooney, James Cameron, and Steven Soderbergh all lend
their names to the film. However, no amount of talent can save the viewer from the
inevitable drowsiness that will occur with this dry and extremely slow-moving movie.
The most riveting part of Solaris is trying to control your drool as you drift into a slumber.

Worst TV of 2002

CONTINUED FROM P. 13
8 Game Show Network - There's only so many awful, 1970s double-entendres

that I can tolerate at once, and my threshold is crossed any time that I tune in to
watch "Match Game" on GSN. The mediocrity doesn't stop there: this network
offers up more shows that should not have been aired in the first place, much less today.
"Card Sharks" comes to mind. "Press Your Luck" is just sickening. It really makes me
want to vomit. "No whammies, no whammies, no whammies, STOP!" Stop indeed.

9

Crossing Over - The people on this show depress me terribly. That's it.

"1 f\ ^ne Ham Channel's "Into It! Live" - Seriously, a whole episode
M" F devoted entirely to vampires? Or Back to the Future"! The only saving grace of
this show is the live call-in segments which certain members of the Mirror staff
have been known to abuse.
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Editor: Chris Zeitz
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EDITORIAL
Editorial Board:
^
Sean A. Hayes - Editor in Chief
Ethan L. Fry - Managing Editor, Content
Joshua J. O'Connell - Managing Editor, Design/Online
Chris Zeitz - Commentary Editor

They might be
watching you
In order to ensure safety on campus, the university
has added more surveillance cameras. So, those electronic
eyes now sweep across campus rolling even more film.
These cameras will certainly serve as a deterrent. They
might even catch a criminal and help the courts carry out
justice. No sensible person could argue with a measure
designed to increase security and reduce theft on campus
and while video surveillance becomes increasingly pervasive both on an off campus, there stands reason to believe
that we could find ourselves living in a safer society.
In order to protect their legal right to have surveillance, the university has put up notices at the entrances.
They have declined, however, to tell this newspaper where
these cameras will be located.
They have declined to notify the student body, the
overwhelming majority of whom would never steal or endanger their fellow students, where they might be watched.
In any society, the safety of the populace is vital, especially to those entrusted with the task of preserving that
safety. But when that safety comes at the risk of invading
the basic rights of the populace, in this case Fairfield University students, serious questions are raised.
Crime on campus would probably be eliminated altogether if cameras were placed in every room of every
residence hall and townhouse. That would obviously, however, be over the line. But where exactly is the threshold
between the safety of the people at large and the privacy
of an individual? These are important questions that should
be examined publicly by the security department and the
university community as a whole, not just passively notified that there are cameras in operation and they might be
watching you.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: commentary@fairfieldmirror.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
BoxAA
1073 North Benson Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

News: (203) 256-6600
Advertising: (203) 256-6594
Editor in Chief: (203) 256-6529

The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once recieved, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 750 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center
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We have to remember the lessons of history
BY CHRIS ZEITZ

The international community
is consumed with whether or not
there is a casus belli to justify attacking Iraq. There is a clear division of opinions on how this
should be decided and it is marked
in a geographic and historic context.
The statements have been
clear from France, move slowly
and seek Security Council approval. Germany has been even
more reticent.
The leadership in Washington
will almost certainly not move
slowly. Waging war in Baghdad is
bad enough but in a sweltering
summer it would be extremely
risky. Also, the leadership is convinced — rightly or wrongly —
that Iraq poses a clear and present
danger to the United States and its
interests.
Washington is operating under the assumption that they have
the right to protect American interests with or without instigation
or justification recognized from
the international community. UN
approval, to Washington, is a convenient way to sell the war to the
people of the world. It is a pragmatic option that can reduce risks
and expenses.
The assumptions in continental Europe are much different.
The countries that suffered the
most from World War One and
Two are also the countries that

want America to wait for a clearly
written resolution, based on evidence of course, to attack Iraq.
Continental Europe, always
more historically minded than
America, has legitimate reason to
be wary of a powerful nation exercising its will around the world.
It was just this sort of preference

AP photo

War cabinet: Powell, Bush,
Rumsfeld

for military might over diplomacy
that lead to the terrible wars of the
past century.
The conceptual ramifications
were plain enough. With no international body to govern disputes a
regional crisis in the Balkans exploded into The Great War.
From afar, America remained
unengaged throughout the majority of the war. We have always had
that luxury and it has shaped our
concept of the world tremendously.
The hope of a supra-national

method toward peacemaking was
neglected. England and France
maintained their military might
and subjugated Germany to an oppressive treaty.
Depression and oppression
had the results that history would
have predicted. Germany rebuilt
itself under fascism and in the east,
Japan attempted to carve out its
own empire. The war to end all
wars was follwed two decades
later by a more grisly sequel.
The United Nations emerged
as a sort of stopgap among the
great powers. In the charter of The
Security Council, it states that the
council "shall determine the existence of any threat to the peace,
breach of the peace, or act of aggression, and shall make recommendations or shall decide what
measures shall be taken... to maintain or restore international peace
and security."
With this potential war, the
validity of the timid United Nations is in jeopardy.
America's desire to preserve
its own interests at the expense of
international treaty could have
dreadful repercussions.
The lessons of two terrible
wars are at risk from being erased
from the historical record. We are
inching down a scary path where
the international community could
be ignored for the interests of a few
powers. History has shown that
security based on military and not
diplomacy is temporary at best.
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How to have a great final semester
HE saU
SHE saU
Don Partyka
It's really freakin' cold out. But in a few months
we'll all be in summer gear out on the beach. I will
be rocking my trademark Hawaiian shirts with a
thirty of Pabst nearby. The real question is though,
how do you make your last semester here as fun as
possible. The inevitability of graduation (for many
of us seniors anyway) is just around the corner. With
something like that in the back of our minds (the
real world,) how do we have fun?
Might I suggest the always popular, "chemical
abuse?" Since I've been back, I see many of my fellow
seniors in the bar night after night, trying to leave it all
on the field. Completely immersing yourself in the
lifestyle is probably the best way to forget that it will
end.
Aside from blatant alcoholism (and other chemical
indulgences should you be a hippy or crackhead), there are other requirements. Make
sure not to do anything different whatsoever. You've done well enough for yourself
over the past three years. If it ain't broke, don't fix it. Don't meet new people or try new
things. You've prolly already tried everything good anyway, so make sure to stay comfortable. Hold your grudges as long as you can. You only have a few months left to hate
those people, so make sure you leave on a satisfyingly sour note. Sneer at them during
graduation, maybe even flip 'em the bird.
If you have anything you need to say to anybody, don't say it. Don't talk to the girl
you've wanted so long. Don't try to reach out to those friends you used to hang out with
freshman year. They all prolly don't like you anyway.
To my class, I love some of you guys and a few of you chicks (kidding, I love you
all). Four years together. I've seen some really great things, and some really funny
things. Will anyone of us really forget Bob Sacramento? That guy was the man.
Our whole class is full of great people. Except the transfer students, no one likes
them. The best thing that could happen that would assure our class a great final semester
is for us to be together in our pursuit of a good time. If all 800 or so of us (minus the 40
or so transfers) work together on having a good time, we'd be unstoppable.
Side note: Kegs of Pabst are cheaper then kegs of Nattie (quality and quantity!)

Lynn Raimondo
The last semester of our college careers has officially begun. Obviously it should be a special one, and
none of us should leave Fairfield with any regrets. Here's
a little wish list to ensure a happy ending for the class of
'03.
1. Say what you want. This is it. There are no
consequences that can possibly get in the way of saying
what you truly feel. For example, if there's someone who
has legitimately wronged you, maybe it's time to tell him
or her off. Ah, the feeling of relief. Also, if you've liked
a certain someone for a while now and never had the backbone to say anything about it, just say it. What's going to
stop you? Who cares?
2. Let go of the ridiculous grudges. Is it really
logical for entire houses to have vendettas against other
entire houses? Think about it, and realize that not only is
it illogical, but it's impossible for every single resident in
your house to have issues with every single resident in another.
3. Look back on the person you were four years ago. If you've significantly
changed from who you were, you've done something right. However, if you are either
the exact same person you were or have become someone that you didn't think you'd
ever want to be, think about making some alterations now. It's really important to work
toward being the person you've aspired to become.
4. Try to expand outside of your clique and experience what other people here at
Fairfield have to offer. It isn't the easiest thing to do because we've all grown so comfortable with our immediate friends, but the notion of being almost too comfortable is
never good. I can't think of a better time than now to strike up a conversation with
someone you've seen, but never gotten the chance to get to know.
5. Do what makes you happy. Yes, this sounds cliche, but it's true. If you are ■
■
happiest when reading, going out, eating ice cream, or even watching six straight hours
of M.T.V., (ha) then be sure to do it. Take advantage of free time however you would
like.
Well, I've provided some ideas that I'd like my classmates to at least consider. So,
whatever you choose to do during our last four months, just be sure to have fun.

Affirmitive Action: debated nationally, supported here
The University of Michigan Law School
stands accused of using an unfair admission
system that gives extra "points" when judging an applicant who is a minority. The case
is now on the Supreme Court's docket and
has the potential to reshape the nation's approach to affirmative action programs.
Affirmative Action is a system set up to
provide diversity in places such as workplaces and universities. At nearly homogenous Fairfield we do not specifically have
a program such as Michigan's point program.
Judy Dobai, Director of Admissions,
however said that she "completely supported" the program at Michigan because admissions for a school as large as Michigan
(undergrad) is a much more daunting task
than that of admissions at Fairfield. Fairfield,
she notes, "appropriately considers" race and
believes that students suffer a "disservice
(when the campus is not) as diverse as possible."
The qualification she uses is appropriate when considered on the undergraduate
level, which was the comparison that this
writer hoped to get her opinion on. However,
the Michigan case is for graduate school procedures and the numbers were nearly in
Fairfield range. Thirty-five applications were
received from minority students as opposed
to 900 from non-minority students for entrance in 275 available spots.

Professor Don
The case before
THE BOND FILE
the Court will deterGreenberg of the Politics department bemine just whether
MICHAEL A. BOND
lieves the case is,
there is justification
"(an) opportunity to
for preferential treatment for minority students.
open to some degree using race as an admisIn response to the Supreme Court grant- sion tool or preclude it." (Interestingly he
ing the case certiorari, President Bush's ad- notes that Fairfield may be guilty of employministration filed a friend-of-the-court brief ing an entirely new kind of Affirmative acstating that, "...the University of Michigan's tion-admitting men with lower qualifications
admission policies, which award students a than respective women-in order to achieve a
significant number of extra points based close balance of the two sexes.) He believes

Bush opposes "quotas." National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice
said race should be considered in the college admissions process.
solely on their race and establishes numerical targets for incoming minority students,
are unconstitutional."

that it all comes down to, "what you value in
diversity: ideas, people, outlook..."
The case is of utmost importance be-

cause the ability of universities to create truly
diverse campuses that incorporate universal
values and cultures will be endangered if the
Court rules the Michigan standard unconstitutional. Affirmative Action is necessary to
partially balance out the gross inequality of
the public school system in the wealtlw suburbs as compared to the often-destitutt inner city schools.
This is a case that hits close to home too.
If the University of Michigan's Law School
when judging an applicant pool roughly
equal to that of Fairfield finds, there simply
is not enough time to employ Fairfield's
"careful consideration" criteria it makes one
wonder just how our system could be engineered so more effectively? Or, maybe the
better question would be why doesn't
Fairfield employ a points system?
As a nation, we need to embrace diversity and celebrate it. Words like "quotas" and
"points" seem negative but have positive
long-term effects. The only real way to build
a truly open and free society is to use education as a stepping-stone. The realities of the
inner city plight must be faced and taken into
consideration.
A University is not built on numbers but
on the strength of its members. President
Bush is wrong in his views and one can only
hope that the Court will agree. We may not
need Affrimati ve Action indefinitely, but we
do need it now.
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Stags face another setback
Kate Hamerer sidelinedfor rest of season after knee injury
BY MIKE THEILE

After losing their star player Schrene
Isidora to a knee injury, the women's basketball team thought things couldn't get any
worse.
But then they lost starter Katie Hammerer to a knee injury during winter break.
And they may have lost any chance they had
for winning the MAAC Championship.
Hammerer underwent knee surgery and
is now forced to watch the rest of the season from the sidelines.
"We really miss her presence on defense," said Head Coach Dianne Nolan.
"Our bench is now shortened because of her
injury, and it hurts us to have this lack of
depth."
Nolan was forced to adjust her lineup
and go to a three-guard set because of the
injury to Hammerer.
"The three-guard set took us a while to
learn, but we are doing well with it," said
Thais Celiberto '04. "It makes our team
much faster, and I think it's working well."
But despite all the injuries, the lack of
depth, and the rough start, Fairfield (4-11,
2-4 MAAC) is continuing to play this season with a positive attitude.
"This team is right there, and we are
getting better with every game we play," said
Nolan. "This team has shown its toughness
and resolve in our last few games."
The team has drastically improved its
play over the past month, according to

Nolan, and she feels they are a better team
now than a month ago. In their past couple
of games, the Stags have fought back from
big deficits against good teams. And as
Nolan said, the team is "right there," and
these close defeats could soon turn into wins.
"To win the MAAC, you need good
defense, that's the most important thing for
us to improve right now," said Celiberto.
Fairfield is just entering the heart of its
MAAC competition, and these games will
give Nolan a good outlook on how her team
might perform in the MAAC Tournament.
"Every game gives the players more
experience playing together, and that will
help our team when it comes to the tournament," said Nolan.
With all the injuries, Nolan has had to
count on everyone to step up their games.
Janelle McManus has helped with the scoring by netting 41 points in their last two
games. Milica Miljkovic also has helped
on offense by scoring 21 points in Fairfield's
last game.
Though the Stags have a poor record
and the competition in the tournament appears to be very rough, all is not lost this
season. Everyone on the team is getting
playing time, and experience. And next year
the Stags will have a more experienced team
that may be the best in the MAAC, especially with so many returning players.
But the woman will have to compete
against the top team in the conference this
Sunday at home, when they face pre-sea-

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Cathy Dash drives toward the basket earlier this year.

son MAAC No. 1 Siena.
"With everyone getting playing time,
they are getting experience," said Nolan.

"And this will help everyone's games for
year."

next

Nolan captures 400th career victory
BY KRISTINE LYNCH

Amy Womack/The Mirror

Dianne Nolan earned her 400th win Friday.

The 2002-2003 women's basketball
season has been a year for teams and
coaches to make milestones. The Connecticut Huskies and coach Geno Auriemma recently set a new consecutive winning streak
record of 55. Tennessee's head coach, Pat
Summitt, picked up her 800th win recently
as well.
This past weekend, Fairfield's
Dianne Nolan added to the milestones. On
Friday, Jan. 16, the Lady Stags squeaked
past Canisius 75-71 to grant Nolan her 400th
victory at Fairfield.
"I was aware that the 400th was
coming up. I was more happy to get a win
for the girls than I was to get it for myself,"
Nolan said. "It is a great sense of accom-

plishment, but I give tribute to all of my
players and coaching staff. It was a culmination of efforts."
Nolan, who graduated from
Glassboro State University in 1973, began
her coaching career 29 years ago at St.
Francis College and came to Fairfield five
years later.
She entered this year's season with a
396-273 record with Fairfield and a 457-330
lifetime record. Nolan has a laudable coaching experience here with 18 winning seasons, three MAAC championships, four
NCAA Tournament appearances, and assisted the team's transition to the new Arena
at Harbor Yard.
As a pioneer to the women's basketball program, her colleagues greatly appreciate her many contributions and are happy

to see her success.
Maryanne Palazzi, the academic coordinator, says, " She has had a highly successful career, and this milestone has only
added to it." Palazzi had the opportunity to
coach with Nolan for seven years.
Nolan has been known for giving back
to the local communities that have supported
the Stags over the years. Her summer Hoop
School camp is another interaction her players have with the public.
Although the team has had a rough season of juggling injuries and other mishaps,
Nolan (4-11) continues to keep her poise and
has high hopes for the MAAC Tournament.
"It's been an enjoyable coaching season despite our record," Nolan said. "There
is always a silver lining though, and we can
definitely come through in the Tournament."
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The Stags' struggles have continued,
with a-record of 3-8-2 in the MAAC.
Recently, the Stags skated to a 2—2 tie
with Sacred Heart Saturday night.
Steve Calderara and Rae Metz each
scored for Fairfield. The Stags face
rival Quinnipiac Saturday away.

The Stags return to action Saturday when the
women travel to face St. Francis, while the
men return to the pool Feb 1 against Stony
Brook as Fairfield prepares for next month's
MAAC Tournament and ECAC
Championships.

INTRAMURALS
Fitness Class Registration begins Sat, Jan. 18th at 11:00 am
Schedules available in the Rec-Plex
Register now for the
FYE.COM/MAAC Campus Tour Sport Shot Competition
January 24th & 25th Men's, Women's, Co-Ed, Faculty-Staff
Divisions (3 person teams)
Hoop Skills Competition
Men's & Women's Divisions
Categories: 3-pt Shootout, Free-Throw Competition, &
Slam Dunk Competition.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
PLAYER: JANELLE MCMANUS ' 04

SPORT: Basketball

POSITION: Guard

HOMETOWN: Belle Harbor, NY

UPCOMING EVENTS
THURSDAY JAN, 23
Men's Basketball vs Manhattan @7:30

SATURDAY JAN. 25
Swimming (women) at St. Francis @ 1
Hockey at Quinnipiac @ 4

McManus netted 41 total points in Fairfield's two-game trip to
Buffalo last weekend. The transfer junior from Boston College tallied
22 points in the Stags' 75-71 win over Canisius Friday night.
The 5-foot-6 guard then finished with 19 points and 4 rebounds
Sunday in Fairfield's 73-72 loss to Niagara. McManus helped the
Stags erase a 13-point deficit late in the second half, and then had a
chance to win the game, but her last-second attempt rimmed out.

SUNDAY JAN. 26
Men's Basketball vs St. Peter's @ 1:30
Women's Basketball vs Siena @ 3:30

Send suggestions who you think should be named
Athlete of the Week to sports@fairfieldmirror.com.

Stags b-ball making
strong strides

Bernard returns
closer to home

CONTINUED FROM P.
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this year against DePaul. However, he will
medical-redshirt the remainder of the season and will return for a fifth year next season.
Possibly the biggest reason for
Fairfield's drastic turnaround this year has
been the team's ability to win close games.
The resilient Stags have a 5-2 record in
games decided by six points or less this season, whereas, last year the team was a dreadful 2-8 in those games.
"The team has improved by leaps and
bounds. Obviously, sooner better than later
would have made everyone happier," said
Director of Athletics Eugene Doris. "I think
we're extremely happy that the university
has been very patient, in terms of the basketball program, and believe the person in
position [O'Toole] was doing the right thing.
Now we're moving forward."

courtesy: sports into

Terrence Todd in action for the Stags.
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see him go, but it's what's best for him."
Bernard, a Pennsylvania native, will
take over Duquesne's offensive play calling after building the foundation for
Fairfield's defense that has become one of
the nation's best amongst Division I-AA
schools.
"He brought a rock solid ability to
coach defense. There's no question to that,"
Doris said. "I don't think the program would
have reached the level it has - winning the
MAAC, and consistently amongst the top
four in the conference - if not for what he
had done with both his recruiting and his
ability to coach."
Bernard's tenure at Fairfield wasn't
without controversy. In November 2001,
Bernard was arrested for a DUI incident
when he crashed his vehicle into five parked
cars in his hometown of Penn Argyle, Penn.
"There were issues. There's no question. But every coach has issues," Doris

said. "In fairness to him, I think he did everything we asked him to do. He reacted
very well to even some adverse situations."
The abrupt departure of Bernard, however, will take its toll on the program's recruiting process this year.
Doris said that he has been flooded with
interested candidates for the position, but
no deadline has been set for the hiring. Doris
also said that no current members of the
Stags coaching staff have expressed interest in the position.
After the disbandment of MAAC football programs at Canisius and St. John's this
year, Doris admits there's never any certainty how long any program will exist at
all universities.
"Anything is possible. You can't say
never about anything with regard to any athletic program," Doris said. "Sometimes we
think we're immune to what happens economically in society. Decisions have to be
made where you have to make cuts."

>-
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Editor: Mike Pignataro
E-mail: sports@fairtieldmirror.com

Undefeated
First place Stags host No. 2 Manhattan tonight
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

Riding a six-game winning
streak, a perfect 7-0 MAAC record
and the program's best start in 17
years, the men's basketball team
faces off with second-ranked Manhattan tonight at the Arena at Harbor Yard.
Manhattan, the preseason
conference No. 1, has one conference loss this year, a 74-72 defeat
to St., Peter's three weeks ago.
"We will need to attack and
control the boards," said forward
Nick Delfico '03. "We'll also need
to put a lot of pressure on their
guards."
One major threat to the Stags
will be the play of Jaspers' guard
Luis Flores. The 6-foot-2 junior
ranks second in the league in scoring, netting just over 23 points per
game.
Flores was named MAAC
Player of the Week for the fourth
time this season last week after
back-to-back 23-point games.
"We'll need to set up screens
and stay tight to him. We'll also
need some guys to step up inside
and help out," Delfico said. "We
also can't let anyone else on their
team have a career game. If he
[Flores] throws down 20 points or
whatever, then so be it."
Fairfield will need to play
complete team defense, as they
have shown throughout the season
so far, according to head coach
Tim O'Toole.
The Stags defensive energy,
led by the Tyquawn Goode, has
placed the Stags in the midst of one
of their best seasons in recent
memory, with an 11-5 record overall.
The team's most recent victory, a 80-71 win Monday at conference foe Siena, has been regarded as one of the team's greatest comebacks.
Fairfield trailed 11-0 to start
the game, and 23-6 mid-way
through the first half.
But the comeback was on.
The surging Stags erupted for
58 second-half points for the win.
"It's probably one of our
greatest comebacks. We were surprised to be down by so much to
start the game," Delfico said. "But
we wore able to break down their
zone-defense and were able to get
the ball inside and in the gap more
as the game went on."

Amy Womack/The Mirror

Bernard
resigns as
football coach
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

Chris Donato/The Mirror

At the buzzer: Tyquawn Goode's last-second 3-pointer fell short at the end of regulation against lona
earlier this year. But the Stags were able to win the game in overtime.

O'Toole agreed, and said the
win shows the tremendous
amount of character the team possess.
Fairfield's team from last
year, which compiled a 12-17
record, would have easily become
rattled and discouraged from such
a sluggish start to a game that saw

the Stags down by as many as 17
points.
"The biggest part of it is a lot
of these guys have been there before," O'Toole said. "They have
been through hard times. They've
been down that road. They are determined that they aren't going
there again."

The Stags have also
perservered through the absence
of forward Jeremy Logan '03,
who has missed the entire season
due to a knee injury.
Logan scored two points in
his only two minutes of action
SEE "STAGS" ON P.
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After serving on the Stags football coaching staff since its inaugural season in 1996, Joe Bernard
resigned last Thursday as
Fairfield's head coach.
Bernard leaves the Stags to
become the offensive coordinator
at MAAC-rival Duquesne next season.
Director of Athletics Eugene
Doris was somewhat surprised at
Bernard's decision to leave the university.
"I was a little surprised. But
anytime you come to a contract
term (December 31), you always
know people are searching for what
they are thinking of doing in the
future," Doris said.
Bernard, who just finished his
second year as Fairfield's head
coach after serving as the team's defensive coordinator, officially left
the university Friday and was not
available for comment.
However, Bernard said in a
press release that he was thankful
to Doris and Rev Aloysius P.
Kelley, the university's president,
for the opportunity to coach a college football program.
"This was a very difficult decision because of the unwavering
support that has been given to the
football program and me during my
tenure at Fairfield," said Bernard in
the press release.
Team captain and quarterback,
Mike Cerchio '03, was shocked to
hear of Bernard's departure.
"We were all definitely surprised. But its kind of hard to pass
up such a good opportunity,"
Cerchio said. "We all wish him the
best of luck. I was in total shock to
SEE "BERNARD" ON P.
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reppieLook"
Leads Campus Dress

WVOF Too Hard
To the Editor:
How many Fairfield University
students listen to WVOf-S8.S
F.M.? I'd be willing to venture
that there are very few who
bother. Why? Well, I'd like to tell
you why I, and a great number of,
others I'm sure, don't tune into
"our own" station. To put it
plainly and simply, I cannot abide
the music that is played. I've been
sampling the music, at different
hours, over the past two weeks
and have yet to hear even an hour
of "mellow" music, True, the
DJ.'s throw in a mellow song or
two here and there, but that
seems to be the extent of it
Recently, it was brought to my
attention that one of the D.J.'s
was fired. Or shall we say
terminated, because he refused to
play Pink Floyd, led Zepplin,
Crand Funk, BachmarmTurner
Overdrive and similar music for
his entire show. I don't think this
is quite right, especially when
others are allowed to play three
solid hours of hard rock. Do vou?
Perhaps some people can do it,
but 1 certainly could never study
to that type of music. Why don't
they schedule "mellow" music ~
Fleetwood Mac, Billy Joel, Carly
Simon, Eagles, Al Stewart—for
these nighttime study hours. Until
they do, 'VOF remains off, and
the stereo on! Anyone agree?
Anne Boardman

I—fc

_-a

8y Donna Riehm

...Hair ribbons, corduroys, and leather clogs, that's what Preppie
girls are made of. Top siders, crew neck sweaters and khakies,
that's what preppie boys are made of...

Achieving a fJreppie took is
much more complicated than
pulling the i leanest pair of jeans
otit from the bottom of the closet,
The basic accessories must be
combined in tin- ptoot-i wav, for
who else could wear leather
cowboy: bootvand asbonytail lied
with a bright, ribbon : without
SonMng III-! ' i'.
lor' in
'National Velvet? '
tne vutb the hatt a<c«s5orN~ -At- ftnrf hasrbands or rtH>o»t.tor a 'Dulled >.<-,*» -.-.-• took with

thin ribbed corduroy, wool;, ot
tweeds provide a sophisticated
lpak. Leather eJfxs■>w patches are a
definite plus. The s«rrt5 of purple,
polyester plaid ja ckets shouldn't
eveo entei
. Khaki par>ts «ii"« straigbt-leggeo
tevi's in soft tans,. *\ i» tir ens
and blues add a ;si i' 'ourh to the
other /accessories She jiwishms
j«ry hatmoni?nn of the
ides a nice
■ whrspes
library. A Skirt
iiored look
a, but the
touch the top
■ours® the true
.?.ve sweaters;,
blouses with
jertquins sown
are followed
•cted "Preppie

:¥Uoi<> by i rarcfc Cfiriffey

Townhouse Construction Next In Store?
by Mary Kay Wysocki
in response to the multifaceted
housing dilemma, Fairfield University has applied for a $2.7 million
federal loan. If approved, the loan
would be used for the construction of fifty two-story townhouses
located in the northeast corner of
the university, off North Benson
Road, according to Dr. John
Barone, Provost of Fafrfietd University.
The tentative blueprints are a
composite of similar projects constructed by other colleges and universities. Each townhouse, in a
side-by-side duplex fashion, wouid
have a kitchen, living room, and
dining area on the first floor and
two bedrooms plus a bath on the
second floor. With two students
per unit, the project would have an
estimated housing capacity of 200
students. A few of the units wouid
be adjusted for handicapped students by having ail the rooms on
one Hoor.
The townhouse project wouid
attempt to emulate the total living
experience of the beach by being a
self-contained community. The
topographical study sets the project away from the main campus
(past Julie Hall) and plans a private

entrance from North Benson Road
so-that it wouid not be necessary
to go through the university to get
to the townhouses.
With the construction of
Canisius It just underway, the university is not anxious to begin another building project, but the
housing situation must'be dealt
with before it becomes unmanageable. Dr. Barone sees the town
house idea as having the twofold
purpose of opening up more
rooms in the existing dorms on
campus for underclassmen and

providing an alternative to beach
housing for the upperclassmen.
Short term, the tension at the
beach seems to have been relieved with the formation of the
Student Beach Association.
However, in light of the hassles
with landlords, non-student
residents, and high rents, the
university feels it wouid be in the
students best interests to provide
an alternative to beach housing.
Although plans seem to have
been finalized the entire project is
contingent on approval of the fed-
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eral ioan. Without the federal loan,
for which interest rates are 3-3.5
percent, the university cannot afford to buiid because even tax exempt bonds, which at ,5.5 percent
were used to finance the recreational complex, are up to 9.25
percent. Approval of the loan will
not occur before the end of October.
In discussing the chances for
approval of the ioan, Dr. Barone
emphasized the fact that funds are
low and with the ever-climbing interest rates and common housing

squeeze many colleges and universities would be vying for federal assistance via low interest
loans.
However,"Dr. Barone also explained that the loans now fall
under the jurisdiction of the department of Education rather than
HUD. in this bureaucratic shuffle
of responsibility the application
deadline moved up and many institutions may have felt there was
not sufficient time to develop
plans and meet the deadline.

iume 4, No. 6, September 25,1980
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McGowan Thanked
Misplaced
Boos
To The Editor;
in the February 29 issue of the Mirror,
your "Cheers and Boos" section really
fascinated me. There were three specific
comments which caught my eye.
First, there was a "Boo" in response to the
"Prep boys" who were "abusing" the Rec
center and it's looker facilities. At Prep we
especially resent that kind of an accusation
since it seems that too often the "Prep boys"
are the scapegoats for much of the "F.U:
boys" rowdiness.

This point Is backed-up by another of your
comments. The "Cheers" section of the
issuse congratulated the residents of the
Fairfield U. dorms for the recent decrease in
vandalism - a relative term. The front page article on campus vandalism, also irt the Feb.
29 issuse, pointed out that the vandalism
was alt but over in the dorms. Before you
throw stones at the "Prep boys", the "F.U.
boys" should get their own act together and
clean up the splinters of the Regis and
Canisius glass house.
Finally, you gave a "Boo" to those who
don't write tetters to the Mirror. We just wanted to oblige.
Sincerely
TBF*W «|
Brendan Sharkey
IF
Editor, Prep Soun

Mr. Andrew McGowan, President
Fairfield University Student Association
University Campus Center
Fairfield CT 06430
Dear Mr. McGowan:
Thank you for your letter and the enclosed petitions, expressing opposition to
legislation aimed at raising the legal
drinking age in Connecticut.
As you may know, the House of
Representatives has defeated a measure to
increase the drinking age to 20 years of age.
I opposed this measure for several reasons,
First, I do not believe that it is legally or
logically sound to retain 18 years as the age
of majority, while isolating one right which
normally accrues at 18 and raising it to 20
years of age. Second, the close proximity of
Fairfield County to New York wouid only

encourage dangerous travel to New York
should the drinking age in Connecticut be
raised. Finally, i believe that deaths due to
drunkenness can be decreased by parental
example and school instruction.
Moreover, the General Assembly has
legislation before it which will provide for
the immediate suspension of one's driver's
license for refusal to take a breath test, t intend to support this measure as a deferent
to drunken driving.
I appreciate having the benefit of your
views on this important issue. Please convey my views to your fellow students.
If t can be of any further assistance to you
in the future, please let me know.
Sincerely,
Christine M. Niedermeter
State Representative
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Necessity or Threat

Boxer shorts-the latest craze
by Brian Russell

Boxer shorts. They are cool. At least, I
think they must be. They simply have to be.
If they aren't what is this campus to do?
Trash a thousand dollars worth of boxer's?
I think not.
I'm told that these shorts, under garments
give a great deal of comfort and freedom.
Freedom I'm sure. I'm also told that they
are more healthful than the other kind.
Truth? Who really knows? No one.
The point of the boxer shorts is not a practical one by any means, They are an item
of an absolute atrocity. An utter breach of
the stylistic law of the eighties.
^
Picture this: Some dweeb walking across
the Quad. A red pin-striped oxford neatly
tucked into a pair of white O.P. shorts.
That's if, nothing more. Now is that a pitiful sight or what? I know I have serious
trouble containing myself when I'm presented with a vision such as this.
Cool people of the world we must unite,
or all hope of retaining decent fashion sense
in the world will surely die within the next
half decade. And that would be a sad and
unnecessary event. I appeal to you, the cool
people of Fairfield, it is our duty to train
these poor ignorant souls about the necessity of boxer shorts hanging from their
O.PY Several steps will be needed to accomplish oar goal:
First, it is necessary to go about and ac-

tively show these ignoramuses what they
are, in fact, doing wrong. Tell them. If you
see someone not in proper dress, point it
out to them. Give them a lesson on what
they are doing wrong and how to correct it.
For example, say, Joe C. is walking
along and you notice that not only is he not
wearing boxers but that he also hashis socks
pulled up to his thigh (and not down by the
ankle where they should be) you go right
up to him and say" Hey, Joe C! What are
you? Ignorant? Let's go down to Grand Union (or wherever) and buy you some boxer
shortsJ And also, those socks look dumb
as heck. Mess 'em up a little, let them drag
by the ole ankles."
Now the final and second step is the real
important one. It involves serious participation by all those who consider themselves
cool. Demonstrate. Be visible^ Strut your
stuff. Those less fortunate than the rest of
us need constant example to live by. Wear
your best Sunday boxers all the time. Buy
an extra pair. The checker ones or the big
polka-dotted ones are the best. People go
for those (especially the girls - they think,
they're sexy as hell)..
Only by following these short and easy
steps can we hope to save fashion, and
thereby give the world, as we know it, a
little more meaning. Boxers are the symbol of living, they are the ultimate reality.
So let's all do our part and save some souls.

September 27,1984

Beach Fight Continues
by Martin Healy
This past summer has been one of activity by
the Fairfield Beach Road Association, Headed
by Mr. Robert Werner, the group has succeeded
irt restructuring a relatively oW and obscure ordinance prohibiting the establishment of boarding houses in the county. While the primary
purpose of this law was to lessen the health risk
due to overcrowding, its recent revitalization is
an effort to drive Fairfield students off the beach
forever.
Originally, the ordinance stated that no more
than three unrelated people can live in one house
together, but like many similar laws in Eastern
states, it was rarely enforced. Now, with complaints from permanent beach residents seeming to reach a climax this summer, the iaw has
been amended to a more realistic and therefore
enforceable maximum of five unrelated people
in a house. In a phone interview with Hearth
Department official Art Leffert, he stated that the
amended ordinance "was not aimed primarily at
the Fairfield beach area, but the county in general" He conceded the strong lobbying effort of
Werner, yet insisted the amendment was made
"to comply with changes in fire and safety laws."
Concerning enforcement of the law, he admitted
that the issue had not come up for discussion yet
due to "more important matters" pending, and
estimated that enforcement would not begin "at

least for a couple months."
^MHH
One of the most fervent complaints by the
beach residents has been of the large shuttle bus
rumbling down the length of the Beach Road until
early morning, rareiy carrying enough passengers to the very end to make the trip economical and frequently keeping residents up due to
the noise. In an effort to pacify those complaints,
university officials have halted Sate.night runs by
the big bus and utilized the smaller buses to a
greater degree. Other complaints are due to the
raucous behavior at parties and students using
other yards "as their outdoor privacy," To this,
F.U.S.A. president, Fran Kenneally has proposed
a student-run hotline. "By using students to answer phones in a work-study capacity," he explains, "irate residents can call students who will
in turn call the noisy party and tell them to keep
the noise down." The plan, effective only with student support, is yet untried.
Despite the effortto increase enforcement, the
ordinance is still fraught with loopholes. In addtV
tion to the five unrelated people, guest laws allow tor "two or more guests" to reside in the house
at any one time. The general nature of the term
'guest,* as well as the indefinite period of time a
guest can be in the house gives the law almost
unenforceable flexibility. However it does serve
notice to students living at the beach and university officials that permanent beach residents are
' serious.

by Richard Ditizlo
*
Staff Writer
What used to be a tinkering,
buying and flashing toy for major
firms in the United States now
poses a major threat to hundreds
of thousands of laborers and
threatens to throw fhe whole U.S,
economy into chaos. Computers
—the twentieth century descendant of the abacus—are now walk^
ing, talking "must haves" to any
successful business. The "problem" which many people feel exists with computers is that with
such advanced technological
machines as a typewriter which
types to the command of a human
voice, jobs performed by human
workers wili become obsolete,
A clear example of this can be
seers with Genera! Electric—a
front runner in numbers of people
employed—building one of the
world's most advanced factories,
complete with computers, robots
and a dazzling array of the newest
manufacturing technology. According to Newsweek magazine
the new machines will bring a dramatic gain In productivity. Where
it now takes sixty-eight skilled
machine operators sixteen days to
build huge locomotive motor
frames, trie new (automated! fac-.
tory will turn them out in one
dayDue to the extreme competition
in today's market, computers are
»needed to keep a steady place in '
the business worid. According to
James A. Baker, an executive at
G.E., a U.S. business has three
choices in the eighties: "automate, emigrate or evaporate,"
What Baker says is a harsh reality. The question arises as to
whether it is better to reduce a
company's work force by twentyfive per cent through automation,
or to reduce it by one hundred percent by going out of business. The
computer situation' is causing a
large amount of grief to a large
number of people.
In the U.S. where one out of
eight people Is employed In some
field related to the auto industry
{this can be anywhere from painter
to carpet instailer) computers
pose a major threat to financial
security of the American people.

However, the outlook is not entirely grim. The seventies was a
decade of decline like no other
period this country has ever seen
since the Depression. Barely on
the road to recovery after the second recession in two years, American joblessness is a major problem., today. There is no turning
back from.the computer worid of
business. Of course, computers
contribute to the rise in unemployment but they also create new
jobs. Fairfield University Economics professor Rosemary
Thomas feels "the economy is
undergoing a major transition. It is
changing from a manufacturing
economy to an economy that produces information."
Thomas is not alone in her feelings. Paul L. Pryde, president of
Pryde and Associates, in a recent
letter to the New York Times
agreed. "While thousands of industrial jobs are being lost in Indiana and Michigan, thousands of
information jobs are being created
in the "computer belts" of the
country," However, as Thomas
points out, these positions do not
help the unemployment "unless
companies reeducate labor into
this new sector of the economy."
The whole computer trend is not
scot free of the^ major economic
cycle either, As more and more
people lose their jobs and the
unemployment rises, these jobless laborers will be willing to accept a iower wage. As the demand
for computers increases the price
is destined to go up. At a steady
rate of computer prices rising and
the wage at which labor is willing
to Work falls, It may become
unfeasible for companies to afford
the technological wonder and
labor will again be the force it was
previously.
The current situation is reminiscent of the industrial revolution—which the country did survive. The question is how long will
it take the economy to catch its
breath and adjust to the computer
world. Thomas suggests, "The
economy is moving toward a computer controlled world." Will man
be able to control the "beast" he
has created and then turn it Into a
"friend?" Onlv time wilt tell.

An ancient housing ordinance mandating that no more than five unrelated people reside
in a house at a time, has of late stirred controversy among beach residents.
[Photo by Gerry McPmtlandj
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Fairfield "Cool"
Chris Yona
Contributing Writer
The "cool" people on campus are not hard to spot. They
stand out in a crowd, because, we! 1,

At?

here? Well, I don't know if we can
everbetfiar cool, but we can try, I
guess. Here are a couple of important things that cool people do.
because they're so cool. And if Practice them, but use a safety net
you forget to tell them how cool early on, and if you're under 18,
they are, that's okay, they'll re- get permission from your parents.
mind themselves.
1. Sunglasses. Now, these
Now, what can we mere should be Ray-Bans or Vuarnet,
mortals do to become like the elite tortoise- shell if possible. Once
you put these on, you can't take
them off until midnight. I guess
cool people have sensitive eyes.
Why else would people wear sunglasses inside a building?
Actually, the flourescent
lights in FOB are pretty blinding,
aren't they? Also, make.sure you
have that string to keep the glasses
Par a COQI
around your neck. The walkfrom:
the Campus Center to Canislus is a
pretty bumpy ride.
2. Strut* The cool have
their own walk, but I think we can
handle this one. First,: stand up
straight, so straight that you're
weti -p Mc«| r *f i nj c an« almost leaning over;backwards.
Now, swing your shoulders a little
as you take slow, long strides. Don't
for J>T€ffi*H4
move from your directed path for
anyone.
If you run over someone in
the Stag-Her, it's okay, you're cool
and they're not, besides, you
shouldn't see them with your sunglasses on..

es

t/lttfcl>r»T*
Sfaiti

April 18,1990

Sellers, feeding our
parents a lot of bull
Jennifer Benson
Staff Writer
Parent's Weekend at Fairfield
has just come to an end, and so
have the delicious meals and special treatment that our parents
seem to bring to campus.
My compliments go out to the
staff of Sellers who successfully
fooled many parents into believing
all our meals are as delicious as
those served last weekend in the
Campus Center. Why is it that
every Parent's Weekend, die normal cafeteria food (assuming it's
safe to classify as food) disappears
and the cafeteria is transformed
into a gourmet restaurant?
We all would like for our
parents to receive special treatment
when they come to visit, but the
quality of food prepared shouldn't
change drastically.
Aren't the decorative white
table linens, and the floral center
pieces an appropriate distinction
between Parent's Weekend and the
norm?
As I approached the cheerful
woman behind the counter, 1 asked
if 1 was allowed to have both the
chicken and the roast beef. Much
to my surprise, she replied, "Honey,
you may have anything you would
like today." Not only was I able to
identify each item being served,
but 1 didn't have to return to the
end of the line if I wanted more
than one entree.
As I continued through the
cafeteria, I discovered the salad
bar filled with fresh melon, and a

April 16,1987

specially arranged table of pasta
salad next to it. After finishing, the
sight of both the chocolate layer
cake and creamy cheese cake
tempted me into having dessert.
For once, I actually enjoyed eating
at Sellers and didn't have to worry
about how 1 would feel later.
1 can understand why we dont
have such lucious desserts and such
special salads, but I would like to
think we could be prepared meat
equal to the quality of this weekends.
No more of th is Grade D stuff,
unless that's what your willing to
serve our parents.
After such a meal, it was hard
for my parents to understand why
I request so many care packages
andaskformoney toeatout After
hearing my complaints they were
concerned with the possibility that
1 had lost weight, and fed me constantly this past weekend.
I am sure that my parents
weren't the only ones who failed to
understand my complaints, and left
impressed with the food service.
Perhaps, if Seilers had left die negative comments up on the "Tell Us"
bulliten board, they would have
had a greater understanding.
Instead, parents read. "The
macaroni and cheese is the best!
Don't change a thing!", followed
bv awrittenrepiy from the Seller's
staff
I thank Sellers and Fairfield
for treating our parents so well this
weekend, but wish their children
were worthy of such a meal at least
once a week!

3. Jackets. Your jacket
(leather, of course) should never,
never, ncrer be closed, zippered,
buttoned, tied shut, velcroed, or
whatever. Doesn't matter if it's
minus-10 degrees, with a wind chill
of minus-43 degrees, you must
keep that jacket open to show off'
the cool sweater you just got from
your L.L. Bean Catalogue. Getting sick is okay: people worry
. about you, and the cool like attention.
4. Mates. Jealously guard
your mate, ohaspiring-to-be^caotone. Don't let anyone even look at
her; Don't let anyone talk to him.
Strut (see #2) over to whomever
might be talking to your mate and
stand there. Don't say a word. Just
stand there, glaring through your
sunglasses. Folding the arms over
the chest is a nice touch, for those
who feel up to it.
5. Attitude, Apathy rules.
Don't get involved in anything you
can't excel in. We wouldn't want
the image of being normal* would
we? Remember, cool is the role.
Well, Ihope this helps. With
a little work, we can hopefully be
as cool as the elite think they are.
It's a lofty goal, but hey, we put a
man on fee moon, didn't we?

Editorials

Tuition...
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the
latest tuition increase. I understand that
tuition increases are inevitable, but the
University is taking this concept, much
too far. It would not be so dramatic if
the tuition rose gradually, but here at
Fairfield a discrepancy definitely exists.
After adding up tuition, room and board,
and University fees, the increase adds up
to over $ 1,000. Let us remember that
this does not include the purchasing of
books, transportation and other social
activities. Over the period of two
semesters it can cost close to $15,000 a
year for the Fairfield Student.
This problem must be solved in the
near future. Not all of us have large
family incomes where the tuition apjpears
as a mere bag of shells.; : Our parents are
paying for mortgages, everyday bills, all
kinds of msurance: premiums" ami many,
many other things to provide for us. If
the tuition continues to rise at such an
incredible rate, many students will have
to leave the University because the
financial burden wil! be too great.
sTuitton is always going to rise, but .
the increases here at Fairfield are very
considerable. The sacrifices that some .
students are ifflakittg.tor a Fairfield
education may not be enough in the; ;
future. Let us hope that increases in
tuition will soon come under control.
Sincerely,
Joseph A. Rella '88

April 16,1987

College pranks harmful

College pranks and jokes are almost ai much a part of college life as are
tests, papers, and parties. Students must keep in mind, however, that often
these seemingly harmless pranks can result in injury, destruction or even
Mood«y. Aprti t3, iflj? N— 8
death, as in the very recent case at Wesley Coliege,
Several recent events on campus have also produced potentSatly
dangerous situations; a typewriter and a chair have been thrown out of upper
story windows, and false fire alarms continuously pfague RA's, Security and
1 ftud«ctkiflad,4hurt
dorm communities. Luckily, no one has been injured as of yet, but if is simply a
•ft*-prank leads to fine
matter of time before tnese moronic stunts result in an unfortunate occurrence.
Three years ago, a fire on Jogues 4 resulted in an arrest and a conviction
for the student in volved, and two years ago a student who pulled a water
DOVM, O*. — 1m W«ky
Cottage students set off* unote
fountain out of the waif in Campion faced dismissal from the University and
bomb is * dormitory room "as
subsequent rejection from other colleges and universities. Undoubtedly, these
* frank" etriy Sanday, trmmn$»
impulsive actions have ruined college careers and will have far-reaching:
&w tfcet tolled oee 4orm tm>
implications in the lives of any students involved. Decidedly, any momentary
<tet sad i») ured four other stuthrill gained from vicarious pranks is quickly outweighed by the unhappy
dent*, police said.
consequences. .. ■ , .
We must question fr* motive behind these pranks. Presumably they are.
TVwe student*. Robert Rumdone in innocence, yet it seems as though anyone of college age should be
tey, 19, of Baltimore, and Edward
McGee, l«,of WyctoC HX,
able to tell the Difference between innocent fan and stupid, potentially
were arrowed «nd charjed with
dangerous stunts.
mansiaujhter, assault and
Certainly if these types of events are stress-related, there are healthier
conspiracy.
ways to eliminate this stress; maybe a trip to the fiec Plex or atafk with a Peer
Counselor; anything is better than an impulsive act which could result in injury.
Police said one student, who
Many infractions of University totes are alcohol related, as are many
was trapped is hii room by heavy
college pranks. Despite thefact that the majority of students are underage,
smote, died. Another sui&red
those who choose to drink must learn to drink responsibly, without breaking
severe smote inhaiaooo. and three
others received minor injuries.
windows, puing fire alarms or throwtnq furniture out windows.
It is our sineerest hope that students who may be tempted to perform what they
think is a humorous prank will first remember the deadly result of the "prank" at
Wesley College, and will think twice. A fellow student's life is much too great a
price to pay for the amusement of a practical joke.
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What do you think about the football team disbanding? bysuaurMn

Catherine Brenrtan '90
Liberal Arts
Skeets Coyie '88
Philosophy

Debbie Henley '88
Prc-Med
"Coming from schools where there were no
football teams, av lookedforward lo that-aspect
of college life, ft seems that without a football
team, something basic is missing from Fairfield
University."
. •
.,

Tim Nick *87
Economics
Les Mitchell 87
Economies

Bill Walsh
Physics

"Wax there a football team'.*"

"it's too had that such a diligent and devoted
group of males were victimized by students 'apathy and lack of administration foresight. "

Rev. Vincent Leeber, S.J,
Faculty Advisor to Football Team
"After 26 years of an upward climh, it's sad to
see such a valuable and character buildin s> sport
fold because ofan insufficient number of good
players that would make the club more coin*
Oetitive, *
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Around Campus
by Kevin Guteri
What are the characteristics of a healthy drinker?

Peter Pitueeo '95 - " 1) They drink
because they want td, not because
others want them to.
2) Someone who knows how much
they can have and when to stop.
3} Someone who doesn't drink for
the sole purpose of getting
smashed."

Megan McCullogh and Kristine
Saranich '92 - "A healdiy drinker
drinks to have fun, not to solve
problems. The never drink alone.
They don't drink and drive. They

Greg Battiston '93 - "A healthy
drinker is someone who drinks
Grapefruit juice for breakfast, a V8 for lunch, and Garbo-fuel for
dinner."

Kelly McN amara '92 - "They only
drink light beer, rum and Diet
Cokes, and freshly squeezed screwdrivers."

just drink!"

Lane Lombardia '93-" 1) Someone who does not drink for the
'feel'of it.
2) Someone who knows when and
where it is appropriate.
3) Someone who doesn't'need'a
drink, like they need food, water,

1992-1993 School Year

hert*s Aloysius?
In case you didn't know Fr.
Aloysius P. Kelley is the beloved President of Fairfield
University. But would you
know him if you saw him?
Most students would have to
say "no" because Fr. Kelley is
very shy and doesn't hang out
on campus much. But Fr.
Kelley LOVES "The Mirror"
and can be found hiding somewhere in this, and other upcoming issues. Can YOU find
Aloysius?

Now Where's Aloysius?
OK, last week Aloysius wasn't hiding too well, but this week he's a real sneaky devil. Aloysius was
last seen at the Alpha Sigma Nu induction, then spotted at the Stag-Whatever grabbing a danish and
a cup of decaf. Can you find Aloysius this week?
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20 Questions was a product of bad questions, even
worse answers, and simply wanting to meet many
of the people who serve the students on campus.
Here is a collection of the rare good questions and
answers from the 2000-2002 years of The Mirror.
And yes, it will be returning soon.
1. Have you ever
thrown a guy off the
bus for making out
with a girl?
No, but I've driven for
Fairfield Prep. As you
know, it's all boys. I tell
them no sexual
conduct on the bus.
No kissing, no touching. I say this
because the guys are all on top of
each other on that bus.

7. Do you know what
Sodexho's fascination with mac &
cheese is?
The only thing I
always see is the
chicken patties. I
haven't seen too much
macaroni and cheese.
-Elizabeth Aceetty,
Sodexho staff member

13. Other than
having a penis, what
makes you a good
he said?
I think that the one
that'll get the biggest
rise is I'm a guy's guy.
I like hot women and
cold beer, and I'm a
vegetarian's worst nightmare because
I like raw meat.
-Kevin Estela, 'He said' 2002

--Robin Setal, bus driver
2. Have you ever
wanted to put up a
'window closed' sign
when the line was
getting long, like my
post office does?
Yes. You know,
sometimes I hear a
student get so excited,
saying "I've got a package." Then they
come around and I say "we're closed."
Then they look down like they're sad
and I say "You know, I'm just kidding."
-Patty Covino, "the mailroom lady"
3. Have you ever had
the urge to say
"Book 'em, Dan-O"?
Of course. By the third
day of rush.
-Barbara Askew,
Bookstore Manager
4. You sell 7-Up here,
so would you do me
the favor of showing
me your can?
You're not a girl, so...
-Andres Centeno,
Canisius snack bar
5. Is it hard to go on
rounds when the
building has no
curves in it whatsoever?
True. I guess they're
more like rectangles.
-Rachel Murphy, RA
6. Will you join me in
petitioning congress
to get them to legally
limit snowfall to 10
inches a year?
NO! I like snow.
That "no" wasn't in
your library voice
now, was it?
(laughs) Snow does offer a great
opportunity to read a book though.
-Teresa Faust, librarian

8. Does anyone ever
use kneepads and a
helmet when riding
the stationary
bicycle?
No, but I think it
should be a requirement, as well as in the
weight room for some
people.
-Justin Zelek, RecPlex attendant
9. As Editor in Chief,
did you get any
special perks, such
as getting to use the
word "ass" in any of
your columns or
something like that?
Having complete
creative control is
nice. And it's great bossing you
around,Josh.
-Paul Pennelli,
Mirror Editor-in-Chief 2000-2001
10. Being a Democrat and president of
a club, I have to ask:
will you have interns
on your staff?
(laughs) No! Anyone is
welcome to join, but
no interns, thanks.
-Caroline Conway,
President, College Democrats
11. When you were a
kid were you one of
those dorks who had
a turn signal installed oh his bike?
Hell no!
-Ryan Amirault,
Cycling Club president
12. What's your
favorite part of your
work week?
Saturdays. Busy night,
more fun to yell at the
kids.
-Sal Sheikh,
beach security guard

14. Asa she said, do
you feel that the he
said skirts the issue
sometimes?
M: Don't guys always
skirt issues?
-Maria DeRuccio,
'She said'2001-2002
15. Do you like to
celebrate Christmas
12 months a year?
All right, sure.
So is that why you
have a Christmas
tree in your yard in
February?
The Christmas tree is
just the laziness between my
housemates to drag it out of the
swamp in our backyard. Have you
seen it? It's our version of landscaping.
-Amanda Betz, SBRA president
16. Will you join me
in praying to the s
now gods for one
good snow day
before winter's over?
Definitely. Let's do it
right now, in the FUSA
office, where everyone
can see it? God knows
we need it.
I'm not that crazy.
You're the one who posed the question.
-Joseph Piagentini,
FUSA President 2001-2002
17. Are you going to
miss staying up until
4 a.m. cleaning up
pages, fixing last
minute typos, and
watching "The
Osbournes?"
Well, I'll watch "The
Osbournes" anyway. I
will miss each and every one of you. I
love all my children equally.
-Frank Washkuch
Mirror Editor-in-Chief 2001-2002

...and the most important three:
18. Let's play the pyramid:
$75 Economics textbook, $120
Calculus textbook, $150 Spanish
book...
Prices? (Laughs)
Close enough. These are the
textbooks I bought.
Well, are you getting a lot out of
them?
Yes.
So that means you're not going to sell
them back? (laughs)
-Barbara Askew
Mystery meat, macaroni and
cheese, au gratin potatoes, salad
bar...
I think they all have cheese. I guess it
depends on what mystery meat
they're serving!
Yeah.
-Elizabeth Aceetty
JFK, Bill Clinton, Gary Condit...
Ooh. Their fidelity is lacking.
Ooh. Good call. (DING!)
-Caroline Conway
Tires, brake, pedal...
They're on a bike.
I'm sorry -1 was thinking of a car.
BUZZ!
-Ryan Amirault
19. Which artist should just stop
recording music?
Let's see... which one's the loser... Oh
yeah, the Spice Girls! They suck!
(Under breath) I don't really know who
they are...
-Andres Centeno
What's his name? Inemin...
Eminem?
(laughs) Yeah.
You know I put this stuff down word
for word...
My friends are so going to laugh at
me! (laughs)
-Rachel Murphy
Right now, I'd have to say Ricky
Martin. Actually, you know who I can't
stand? Alanis Morisette. I think she
should go back to when she had big
hair and was dancing around all over
the fine nation of Canada.
-Paul Pennelli
That "Oops There Goes My Shirt" girl could she just die or something? She
sucks. I hope she goes away.
-Frank Washkuch
20. Any last words?
When BC says no, Fairfield says...
yes.
-Justin Zelek
Book 'em, Dan-O.
-Barbara Askew

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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April 11,2002 when Jo good dates go bad?
SHE. saU
Kevin Estela

Maria DeRuccio

Dating is one of the great joys of being
single. Being able to take out one girl on Friday night
and then another on the next night. However, with all the differBMM| ent girls and different dates taking place a good date is no guarB^B antee. Occasionally, a date will be marred by a mismatch, mis■ H hap, and or misfortune. If you really like her peaches, and you
I Sgl shake her tree, sometimes you'll get a rotten fruit.
±_ | f|||
It takes a lot more than a pretty face and a tight
*^^^ qqj^ bottom to make a date work. You need to have a good rapport with your date. I don't know what is worse; a girl that
makes you do all the talking or one that makes your ears bleed. You need to be matched
up with someone that will know the right balance of talking and listening. You can tell
immediately on a date if it is going to be hell if this balance isn't established early on,
its like sitting through an episode of the Rosie O'Donnell show.
There are certain things you have no control over on a date. A date going wrong is
like a snowball down a hill. You know it is only going to get worse and it is inevitable
that it's going to be painful. A prime example of this is getting the runs or constipated
on a date. No need to elaborate any further, you can imagine the possibilities. Every
other mishap is insignificant, except maybe being unable to function from too much
boozing.
Nothing kills the mood of a date like a protective roommate. She takes the place
of the protective dad from high school you would meet when picking her up. She is
more threatening than a dad who meets you while cleaning his .45 or sharpening his
axe. This girl is around your date at all hours of the day when she sleeps, when she
studies, and when she goes in pair to the bathroom at a party. This is the worst thing
that can happen on a date, getting on the bad side of the roommate and having her ruin
your chances for another date.
The only way to get over a bad date is to get back out there and date again. Don't
let this get you down, keep the faith cause you'll find someone eventually after many
many bad experiences. She'll be worth the pains of constipation, trust me.

There is nothing worse than a bad date. It's just
you and him and if the date sucks, you have no where
to go. I thought forever about this one and I came up with my
"top three worst date scenarios."
Third on the list has got to be bumping into an old flame.
Nine times out of ten the new schmuck buying you dinner
won't know the other guy is your ex, but it can cause an incredibly uncomfortable situation for you.
The one sure way to avoid this is to go somewhere different. Don't go to your recent ex's favorite hangout. For example, during the Brenda/
Dylan years of the best show ever - 90210 ~ it would have been stupid for Brenda to
take Dean Cain to the Peach Pit after she and Dylan just broke up. (If you know what
I'm talking about, you get extra points.)
Second on the list is unidentifiable green "shnaz" between the ol' front teeth. Is it
broccoli? Is it spinach? Who really cares, all your date knows is that there will be no
good night kiss for you when he drops you off.
I have no idea if I've ever been caught with the green "shnaz" between my teeth,
although it could explain a few first dates gone bad. Anyway, a little trick I use is to
always ask for a straw with your drink. When he's not looking pick that sucker out. Ok,
if that's too weird for you, sneak a pocket mirror in your purse and periodically check
your tooth situation. It's worth it.
The number one most embarrassing thing that could happen to a girl is most definitely getting her 'girlie girl' mid-date. Call it what you want, but getting your flow will
make both girl and guy go running. This situation is undeniably the worst because there
is nothing you can do. Unless, of course, you usually bring a change of clothes wherever you go.
The solution to this problem is super embarrassing, unfortunately I know this. I
think the best way to handle it is to make some sort of joke out of it. Don't ignore it,
because once you stand up, there's no way he'll be able to ignore it. If the guy comes to
your rescue and runs to the 24-hour CVS, you know you found a winner.
The best way to avoid the worst date is obvious. Bring protection. Ah, hem...
tampons, of course.

1978
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Sue's
likes and gripes

Thumbs Up...
...Thumbs Down

Boos
Boo* to:
io those guys (and gafs) who didn't get the
courage up to get a date for Harvest. . . how
$8dut a'«dritet«d effort i»r Sadts" ■ to the
'writer of this column f©¥ afkSo fast week to the
Fafrfield Police Dept., .to the geese at the
pond for leaving us.: .maybe they remembered last years episode of Macke serving duck
dinners. . to those students who stilt get a kick
out of breaking things around this place, how
would you tike it If we came and destroyed your
stuff, to the person(s) who attempted to
break into the projection room In Gonzaga by
removing the door . what do you want, a
private showing of Steeper.,,to those
lunkheads who continue to park in two
spaces
parking is bad enough without you
trying to mess things up. also, how about
parking in the lines. ..or did you think that
those Sines were used for a footbali game when
there are no cars . to that faculty member
who feels that this paper shouldn't bother
covering the administration and faculty occurrences around here.. to the tocai papers tor
their slanted journalism against students living
at the beach ., out of 11 arrested at the beach
one weekend, only one was a student ., who
said there was no such thing as townies . to
the large restaurant group who showed up an
hour and half late for their reservations . no
wonder students are given a hard time by some
merchants

Cheers

Fox's 24

do they go to the bathroom?

Cheers to;
to ait those who made Harvest Weekend a:
smashing success. . .speciat thanks go to
Tony. ■ f<$ke;:©«fwsyi M^&^Mmm^^B^^mf
crew • let us hot forget the 10 worketsfor the
dances.. .to Ofd-Man Winter tor ANowihg us
one last weekend of great weather. . to those
who see fit to write tetters to the editor... we
do not feedback, you know,. ,to the Footbali
Club for their winning ways of late .. you guys
and the N<i Giants,. to those who are risking
tota! embarrassment and are participating In
Col!ege<8owi .to the Rugby Club for their fife
showing last weekend.. you guys either have
tremendous guts or very little brains for playing
that game... to those students who patronize
the two student groups on campus . SOFinc.
and the Deli.. to Security for dealing with the
parking problem with losing control, but remember all those trucks that park in the fire
ianes around here , to ail those who ate participating in intramural sports around this
place . if you didn't know better you mightthink that this was an Olympic training
camp
to Student Services and the Beach
Association for working out a shuttle arrangement that is fair to all . now maybe the non
student beach residents wiii realize that student beach resident are not trying to hurt
them. *

E-mailing the wrong file
112 tomorrow
Stag cotton candy

nice move, nice.
Zzzzz....Zzzzz.
hey, it's free.

Britney on HBO

lip synching has never been so hot.

Group work

how is this supposed to help us?

Blind Date

laugh it Up.

Pit of alligators

great phrase.

Poop

you try coming up with these every week.

EFAVORTTFQ
112... not so peachy
Being the preppy 'Abercrombie boy'
that I am, I had no interest in going to the
112 concert last week. But my roommate
had an extra ticket, so I agreed to go.
It seemed like "everyone was going to
be there." I thought it would be a good experience for this 'preppy boy' to be a part
of, since the only concerts I've been to have
been Dave Matthews' performances.
So Friday night comes around and I put
on my neatly ironed Abercrombie khakis
and button-down shirt—tucked in of course—and head over to the long line that was
wrapped around Alumni Hall to get in.
We go in and we're on the floor level. I
thought, "even better, I've never been this
close at a concert before." Well, as soon as
the concert started, I wished I was in the furthest corner of the arena with earmuffs on.
The sound quality was awful. All you
could hear was the loudness of the bass and
an occasional "Yo, Yo, Yo...What's up
Fairfield?" screamed out by the performers.
And, they just sucked! They played for
all of 40 minutes, if that. I wouldn't actually know since I left about 20 minutes into
the yo,yo,yo oil rubbing festivities.
I may be partial to Dave Matthews,
being the prep I am, but come on! I respect
R&B groups, but 112 just doesn't cut it.

-Mike Pignataro, December 6, 2002

Karen, right on sista!
"Shake what your momma gave you."
Sad as it may be, I can't help but think of
this Real World-generated phrase when I
think of Karen Donoghue's stunning victory. A slim 11 votes made a world of difference in the FUSA 2002 presidential election and the question on everyone's minds,especially those who endorsed Vin
Farisello, is whether or not they belonged
to female voters.
My guess is that they probably did.
I'm glad. Not because I supported
Karen or even because I didn't support Vin,
but because I was just incredibly impressed
by Karen's marketing technique. She knew
who her audience was and she went after
it...with pink and purple signs, femaleslanted pamphlets and the fierce mentality
of "First Woman President" trailing behind
her every move. In order to win, Karen
needed to have female voters on her side.
It's that cut and dry. There's a few reasons for it being so gender-divided, including the glass ceiling mentality that does, in
fact, exist on this campus and in our society
as a whole. The other prime factor is that
both Vin and Karen were, in my mind,
equally qualified for FUSA president, a point
that simply cannot be reiterated enough. So
when push came to shove, it was Karen's
selling points and her ability to market these
points that made the minute difference.
It says a lot about who Karen
Donoghue is. She wisely manipulated what
"her momma" gave her and, for no other
reason than that, she deserved the victory.
Not only is she obviously qualified for president, but she is a strong, savvy, ambitious
woman who, based on her campaign strategies, is going to do an excellent job here.
-Laura Walsh, February 28, 2002
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The untold history of the game of Beirut
Beirut (bay-root): 1. n. capital city of
Lebanon; 2. n. established weekend pastime
at Fairfield University townhouses. See also
"beer pong".
Now, before this column can continue,
I must make this abundantly clear: BEIRUT
TABLES ARE ILLEGAL IN FAIRFIELD
UNIVERSITY STUDENT RESIDENCES.
And because only good little boys and girls
attend Fairfield U., there is not a Beirut table
to be found on campus. None. Not a one.
Zero. Zilch. In the immortal words of Mike
Rubin, "Riiiiiiight...".
I decided to examine the origin of
Beirut in order to better understand why it
is so popular not only on this campus, but
many others as well. Through long and arduous research, I was able to discover how
it all began....
The year was 1964. There was a party.
Beer was low. Two college students went
into the basement seeking more ale when in
the chaos of the festivities they were locked
downstairs. After their pitiful cries were ignored, they decided they had better find
some way to amuse themselves, since it was
definitely going to be a long night. Armed
with half a stick of beef jerky and their questionable wits, they surveyed the basement
in an effort to find something to pass the
time. After a few minutes, they had come
up with apiece of plywood, two sawhorses,

AROUND THE 'HOUSE
ALISON MARSHALL

October 17,2002
twelve plastic cups, a dirty ping-pong ball
and a dead rat. After they tired of poking
the dead rat with the beef jerky, they turned
their attention to the remaining materials,
and with a little good, old-fashioned drunken
American ingenuity, a game, nay, a legacy
was born.*
But why the name Beirut? Why not
Moscow, or Berlin? The answer is: drunk
people don't really know what they are saying or why.
The basic structure of the game has remained the same since that fateful night.
Each player assembles 6 or 10 (depending
on house rules) cups into triangles in front
of them, partially fills each with beer, and
attempts to sink a ping-pong ball into their
opponent's cups, causing the opponent to
drink and lose a cup if the ping-pong ball
hits its mark. The player or team who loses
all of their cups first loses the game (though
some would argue that they have truly won).
There are other details and nuances to the
game, but they vary according to house rules
(i.e. House A states: "Losers must also fin-

ish their opponents' beer; however, House
B states: "The losing team does not have to
drink the winners' beer because the winners
want to drink, too—rather, the losers' punishment is decided on by the winning team
as they gloat and make fun of the losers for
sucking"). Some play on a plain piece of
plywood; others spend time artfully crafting the perfect table, perhaps painting a
mermaid in the center...at other schools
because we have already established that
there is absolutely no Beirut on Fairfield
University's campus.
Why is the game so popular with young
people today? I sat down with an anonymous student to find the answer:
ME: Okay, so why do you play Beirut
every weekend, you silly little lush?
ANONYMOUS STUDENT: 'Cause
I'm good at it.
There you have it. It is because of the
pride in skill and showmanship, and not the
alcohol as some cynics would have you believe, that the game has endured and
strengthened. Eat, drink and be merry.. .but
not too merry, or security's attention may
be drawn to you and that unregistered keg
in your fully furnished basement.
^Dramatization. And by dramatization, I mean entirely made-up.
Around the 'House can be found every
Monday at www.fairfieldmirror.com

Virginity is not a joke, but part of who someone is
A friend of mine and I have a pretty
honest relationship. Sometimes though,
we'll have a game of "Can You Top This"
where we sort of go back and forth. Occasionally she'll veer it into sex, and use
as some sort of joke that I'm still a virgin.
I don't appreciate this, but I'm wondering how I can approach her about it. I'm
not bothered about being a virgin, but I
am upset that she'll use that as a joke,
especially when others are around.
--Sex isn't everything
Opening up the "Idiot's Guide to Being
an Advice Columnist," I should first applaud
you on your virginity and note that you're
not alone. That sounds like good statements
to say.
But that's not the question. It's sad to
say that the joking about it is almost a form
of peer pressure, which is problematic because it sounds like you're comfortable with
being a virgin. She's trying to put a label on
you, and that's not really right.
When it comes to sex, I'm sure people
prefer to be able to discuss that when they're
comfortable, and with the people they want
to. If she's bringing it up, that's not fair to
you, especially if, as you said, it sometimes
happens around other people.
But then, you also say that you have an
honest relationship with her. If you're able
to be open with her about your virginity, that
should also indicate you have a fairly reasonable chance of her listening when you
say "hey, cool it." Let her know why you're
uncomfortable with it, and assuming you
don't do the same to her in a similar forum,
I'm sure you'll have enough grounds to win

A WORD

OF ADVICE

JOSHUA O'CONNELL

her acceptance of the concept that sex histories are to be shared only between people
who decide that it's within acceptable conversation topics. If that doesn't work, don't
resort to her level - but just disappear for
awhile and when she asks you what's up,
say you prefer to hang around friends who'll
respect their wishes.
-November 14, 2002
• • •
A guy is constantly making eyes in
my direction in class. Should I take it as
him being interested?
—Cautious flirt
He wants you more than that car he saw
in Maxim this month.
At least that's what it seems like. But
does it really matter? What matters is if
you're interested in him. You've noticed him
making eyes, and you seem to care enough
to wonder if he's interested. Why not go up
to him and talk to him? The whole idea that
guys have to go after the girls is bull - Sadie
Hawkins day doesn't have to come around
for you to show your interest.
If you're too shy, you might never find
out. If he's a shy guy (and ladies, they do
exist), he might be just a bit nervous in approaching you for a variety of reasons: fear
of rejection, not too experienced in asking
out a girl, forgot to shower this morning...
um, well.
Take a chance and get over there. If

there isn't assigned seats, maybe you could
sit next to him during the next class and see
if that little move opens up the gates a bit.
-October 28, 2002
•• •
I'm currently in a long distance relationship. I met someone recently who I'm
interested in as well, but that would also
be a long distance relationship, but in a
different area. That raised an interesting
question - should the area code rule hold
true?
-Dating machine
Someone's listened to Ludacris albums
one too many times. "I've got [bleeps] in
different area codes"... Oh, you gotta love
the paper's censors.
Overall, it's not a very good idea. If
you're considering a relationship with someone else, then the one you're in right now
can't be good enough. Unless you're trying
to have your cake and eat it too, in which at
some point you'll have the negative of one
of them finding out about the other, whether
you admit it or they find out somehow. Not
good in any direction.
If things are good in your current relationship, it's probably a good idea to skip
the second opportunity. If the first relationship is bad, just hit the escape button and
then give the second guy a shot. But don't
string one along and see where the second
goes - it will make things difficult later and
you'll wish you hadn't even asked me this
question. Good luck, and thanks for asking.
-November 11, 2002
A Word of Advice runs Mondays and
Thursdays on www.fairfieldmirror.com
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February 1,1996
MTV rocks the vote first at Fairfield
Connie M. Shaffer
Contributing Writer

Students cheeked twt ihi
important role m gettir
Reed said.
The "Choose t
registered about 100 n
was at Fairfieid, folio
were registered during tl
sored by supporters of
Chris Cipriano last se
eventually elected to t
Town Council.
"In Fairfteid. i
about 3.000 voters, ap]
of whom are students a

Too Many Colleges "
Reports US News
How many colleges
would you guess are in the entire
United States? If you guessed
'more than enough* then you are
on the right track? One thought
that most people would also agree
with is the steep and rising costs
of a college education.
For many colleges the
problem of rising costs is becoming a major worry. Each year the
cost of tuition rises a certain percentage. This presents a problem
for those who can barely afford
the high prices and can't obtain
any financial aid or grants. This
can en up hurting the universities
when less people attend, the end
result being a bankrupt school
forced to close.
According to a survey
done by U.S. News and World
Report, "Forty-seven percent of
more than 2,500 college officials
believe that the nation has too
many colleges." This poll is conducted annually by U.S. News
and World Report to college presidents, deans of academic affairs
and directors of admissions, A
majorfocus of this year's poll was
the economic challenges facing
America's colleges.
A generality for many

February 15,1996

Nell Bateman
Staff Writer

October 29,1992

Jennifer Marsh
StaffWriter

23, 2003 Q

The average American on
TV

JoAnn Goroeto
Asxiakmt News Editor

MTV News' "Choose or Lake"
campaign kicked offal Fairfield University on January !8fh, beginning ten
months of travel through ail 50 states in
an effort to educate ihe nation's youth
about the impact of iheir vote.
A 4S foot long tour bus. painted
as an abstract American flag, spent four
hours in the Barone Campus Center parking lot. attracting attention with load/pop
music. Students who chose to investigate
the site were itwiteti to take part in a
number of political surveys, pick up information about current issues on the
ballot, and register to vote,
Rock The Vote, an organization
of recording industry memfjersinteresied
in the preservation of the freedom of
speech accompanied the MTV staff on
their trip, helping to educate and register
the youth. Thegroup was formed in 1990
in response to the censorship of song
lyrics.
According to RJSA President
Mark Reed, MTV asked for student volunteers to help run the event at Fairfield,
so members of his cabinet with experience in voter drives took part, as did
members of both the College Republicans and die College Democrats.
"Some sites will be broadcasted
ort MTV News, like New Hampshire,
where the first Presidential primary is
held. Fai rftetd was sort of a test run, so we
won't be shown, but we did piay a very
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schools found in the poll was, "85
percent of the respondents said
another financial problem for their
schools is that fewer families are
willing or able to pay the cost of
higher education." For schools
more similar to Fairfield, the poll
indicated, "Privateschools reportedly are hurt by rising costs.
Ninety-two percent of private college officials felt fewer families
were willing to pay rising fees,"
Does this sound familiar
to anyone? In the state of the
economy it probably isn't an uncommon thought. Another shocking and scary result of the poll
showed, "Ninety-eight percent of
tlie respondents are likely to reduce costs or raise revenue by
raising tuition and fees while 45
percent plan to reduce student
services in nonacademic areas
such as personal counseling,
health care, athletic and social
facilities."
A disturbing thought is
whether these results pertain to
Fairfield University. Does anyone worry whether or not they
will be able to afford these stag-^
gering prices for fouryears? What
will happen if Fairfteid falls into
such a situation that it would have
to shutdown? it's a scary thought,
but one we must think of especially in today's economy.
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The Mirror...
It's worth
looking into.

Television is meant for had
actors and good cartoons. When the
status <juo and the norms of society
permeate onto the screen, a certain
twisted humor generates, a humor
oftentimes not geared towards being
funny: the average American. We're
talking about talk shows and game
shows, two means by which the average
folk can have a stab at the screen...and
act in such behaviors that epitomize
thai of today's society.
The topics on taifc shows have
become so raunchy recently, reaching
die point tobeapoJitteai issue. William
Bennett and Sen, Joseph tieberman for
example took on this cause, attacking
TV talk shows as cultural "rot*" It is
clear that there is no fine that the
producers:are unwilling to cross. But
the scary part is this: the guests on these
chat shows aren't actors, but real people.
The stories they claim may be slightly
exaggerated, but the fact that they're on
national television telling them is
enough, 'lire topics on Stilly Jess?
Raphael perfectly convey my point. "1
cheat and I'm proud of it" was the topic
on that particular arid seldom day 1
decided to tune in. On stage were the
husband; the wife, and the husband's
foquattous mistress. Absolutely no
pride. When Sally questioned the
mistress, she replied in broken,
unintelHgablc sentences, "Yeah, you
stupid, you" pointing at wjfe,"Yeah, I
goes into your room when you're not
there, I even piss on your toothbrush.*'
if this wasn't Sickening enough. Jerry
Springer was busy discussing "My
girlfriend is a man/*Charles Perez with
"My teenager likes having babies,*1 and
I'm sure all of the hosts (currently 32 of

them) have already chatted about the
sexual adventures of 14 yr. old girls
who married their 71 year old foster
fathers - this topic is now considered
trite.
Where talk shows have
become humorously pathetic, game
shows have turned into a human nature
riot. One can scream NoVVhammy like
a maniac on Prms T&ur Luck and this
neurotic behavior is not abnormal. The
biggest dregs of society are probably
most often seen on Wheel of Fortune.
The rules aren't difficult, and the game
is quite juvenile, but many contestants
can't seem to grasp that letters can't be
repeated. With arms waving madly
above their heads, senior citizens come
on down like lunatics on the Price is
Right* hoping to give a wet peck on Bob
Barker'scheek. The$J bidstiil confuses
many. The so-called "celebrities" i.e.
those actors Who have too much free
time on their bands, on die $29,090
Pyramki need to seek employment.
The contestants don't realize that these
are low-budget actors, and become
overly zealous with their "famous5''
■■-partners. Relationship games truly bring
about the degenerates:
Love
Connection, The Dating Gume, md
MTV's Singled Out all share the three
famous words; too much info, A don't
want to know about their trashy
relationships or furthermore their sex
lives.
It's a sad thought when we
realize that the people on talk and fame
shows compile what we call society.
Thus American society is mdeed looking
scary these days. Yet we faugh at tins
sick and twisted humor, never
questioning Bob Barker's words of
wisdom to help control the pet
population and have our pets spayed
and neutered. Only in America,

September 22,1994
Standing Up for the Garden State
Laura White
Editor-in-Chief
"Where are you from?"
"New Jersey," "What exit?"
"What's the difference between
garbage and a girl from New
Jersey?" "Sometimes garbage gets
picked up," Yes, it's true that the
rear end of the Statue of Liberty
does point towards parts of New
Jersey, and you do have to pay four
dollars to get out of New Jersey
and into New York, yet nothing to
get out of New York and into New
Jersey. But New Jersey really
doesn 't deserve it's bad reputation.
Let's face it, New Jersey
is the shopping capital of the
country. Who hasn't heard of
Paramus? Sure, there's much
bigger malls in California and
Minnesota - but they've got sales
tax on clothing.
What if you're not a
mail-rat? Well, there's always the
Meadowlands. Giants' tickets are

out ofmost people's budget-range,
but you might be able to pay the
scalper's prices if you get lucky at
the racetrack, which is only a few
yards from the arena. If your horse
doesn't place, you won't have to
pay much to go home. Most buses
to other parts of the state and New
York slop by the Meadowlands
complex. If you're hungry or
completely desperate, you can
always stop a member of the
Meadowlands Security Patrol they usually have hot pretzels in
their car, and really are nice people.
What about this New
York thing? Some of New Jersey's
harshest critics come from right
across the Hudson. But one of the
reasons New Jersey is such a
densely populated state is because
most of it is within commuting
distance from New York City,
People 1 ike to be able to experience
the culture of New York City, but
don't want to deal with the crowds
and high rent. We may have to take

a crowded bus or train to work
during the week, but we come
home to our own backyard, our
own car and a lower crime rate.
Sure, New Jersey's
not perfect We've had some
waste disposal problems and
every once in a while something
washes up on one of our many
beaches that nature didn't intend
to be there. But New Jersey's
got a decent music scene, good
sports teams {don't forget where
the Giants are really from) and
is close enough to New York
City for it's culture to be
accessible.
Remember when you
were a kid and your mother told
you that people only made fun
of you because they werejealous
of you? Well, we've had
everything from our sanitation
system to our governor torn
apart. Maybe the rest of you are
a little bit jealous.
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ENTRANCE REDESIGN
The centesrpiece ot the beautineatkirt of
the campus is a tevat&ped entrance that
includes a brand new entrance path that
also improves m&m to a number of paints.

MIRROR SNAPSHOT
Many new additions are planned to the campus over the next ten
years. Here's a complete rundown of proposed additions.

BEAUTIFICATION
Bushes *ire being added to
the <|uad to tmp*»ve the look.

NEW DORM

NEW BUILDING

A sixth dorm has been
proposed to resolve
hcfttsina crunches.

A now academic building
will be huiit at this jocali

NEW BUILDING

,

A new academic koktuig
,/ {P§|;/5i
wU!lx< built afthss location. /
M>'

BLEACHERS
Mew bleachers are to
be installed on the
intramural field

URTS
EXPANSION
;. A new wing of the library
isbeiog built {or an iniormatkm
technology renter, thanks to a grant.

'lift:?

EXPANSION
EXPANSION
The CUf building
n being expanded.

Fairfieid Prep's butldimj;
will he mure than doubling
in size.

INTRAMURAL FIEL
I he movement at the entranci
open* up the opportunity for
a new intramural field next
to the old one.

• entrartce
■ment oi'
hieh will

Sonreet Office of
Campos Operations

My life as a (gasp!) feminist
Brian Meilo
Contributing Writer
The first thing my
brother said to me when I told
him I was minoring in Women's
Studies was, "WHY?!" That's a
question I am asked a lot, actually . To be honest, when I signed
up, I really hadn't acted on a
particular motivation.
After all, it was a rash
Choice I made after taking a
women's history course to fulfill my diversity core requirement It was a choice that came
at a time when the concept of
diversity was becoming sort of
an obsession. A choice that
seemed appropriate, and turned
out to be the single most important, defining and beneficial
choice I have made at FairfieM
University.
Having spent over a
year in classes pitifully outnumbered by members of the opposite sex, I am now prepared to
respond to the innumerable naysayers F ve come across. Simply

put, my courses m women s
studieshaveexposedme to new
ways of thinking about a whole
range of issues including economics, politics, relationships,
sexuahty.housework, psychology and socialization, I have
gained access to a wealth of
thought, critiquing the
eurocentrie-mascahrtist epistemology that dominates our intellectual tradition;
Egad, what did I just
say? I said that women's studies has guided me on an academic path of empathy, understanding and thought, rather
than indoctrination, I am saying that the classically liberal
conception of our society is
exclusionary and self-interested,
I believe there are
beneficial alternatives to the
hierarchial structures, which
work to promote the few and
oppress the many. Competition isn't mutually beneficial;
a person's experiences and position under the hierarchy of

the existing paradigms shape that
person* s outlook.
The most crucial concept I've come across ia the
work of feminist authors is "The
Matrix of Domination." In her
book. Bla<;k Feminist Thought
Patricia Hill Collins uses this
term to emphasize how easy it is
for peopled to close themselves
off from another's claims of oppression. Collins writes, and I
would concur, that individuals
must place themselves in a model
that "provides the conceptual
space needed for each individual
to see that she or he is both a
member of multiple dominant
groups and a member of multiple subordinate groups."
This is to say that traditional intellectual thought prohibits one from recognizing that,
given a situation, there are those
who have more privilege and
those who have less. Forinstarice,
as a4,0graduating student 1 have
more privilege in the job market
than a high school dropout, yet
less privilege than a 3.8 Yale

graduate,
. E u rocen tr icmasculinist thought teaches us
to look at things sciestifically,
separating and limiting the impact of race, class and gender
on an individual basis. It teaches
us to accept the inevitability of
hierarchy. It stresses social mobility through free competition.
In general, it allows
one to "have little difficulty
identifying their own victimization within some major systemofoppression,"while"they
typically fail to see how their
thoughts and actions uphold
someone else's subordination."
Eurocentric-masculinist
thought, however, provides no
mechanism for empathy with
another's experiences.
Indeed, Collins acknowledges thai many feminists also ignore the "Matrix of
Dommatioa"Despitethis fact
it is through women's studies
that I have gained an increased
awareness of the 'multiple levels of privilege at work in our

society. Studying women in literature, politics, economics and history
illuminates alternative epistemologies, Women's studies has opened
up new ways of thinking about
America's social framework and
composition.
Why women's studies? Because now, I can challenge the "Matrix of Domination." I can more
readily act as a bridge to another's
experience, and empathize with their
claims of oppression. I am afeminist
because it is not the responsibility of
women to seek more privilege, but
of men and women to challenge systems of privilege.
Women* s studies helps me
see the experiences of women, evaluate my own-positions on the "Matrix
of domination," increases my cultural awareness and promotes my
academic, intellectual and human
growth. If these sound like the ideas
of a lunatic, radical, liberal freak,
(hen so be it. 1 invite others to join
me out here on the lunatic fringe.
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We Want Beer!!
We are students. We are
thirsty. Therefore; whence,
ergo, thus and in conciusiors,

Surf Side tee shirt and leans.
President Ketfey, seeing the
validity and the beneficial
a^nects of ScblrbOf's idea, pro-

Before and After:
Gentlemen's Quarterly has conducted a make-over on Fr. Kelfey. The
Prince Valiant look is tres chic for Soring '83. {Photo by Ellen Dougherty}

ages."-wiit only serve to weaken
those facilities which we are
striving to develop." stated
MeAuliife.

1990

Vanna Gets Snaseed
Bug Off: ;
Features Insect

Schimpf brought the idea to
President Ajoyisus P. Keliey
S-vi.j who was enthusiastic
about the idea. "I thought At
wouldn't take to the suggestion, but by the middie of out
second six of Bud, he began to
see what a good idea it would
be, Ai's.that kind of guy. He
(ikes to see happy students,"
stated a staggering Schifnpf
sporting a Schiitz sun visor,

School closes Mirror
Continued from page 12
by the student body, says a
representative from the
president's office.
.A high-ranking University
official said, "it's been building
for some time now; week after
week the same garbage is
printed. Itjustcap't.be tolerated
anymore. The Mirror has
crossed the Sine one too many
times."
"We're going to mobilize
and get this prebfern solved,"
said Professor Stan Down inthe
Department of Politics at a Mirror rally yesterday. "Considered that most Fairfteld students
don't gi ve a crap about anything
but the WWF, Hooters restaurants and Yankee Candles, I feel
our five person protest is a huge
success."
When asked how he would
move on from this setback,
Pennelli was optimistic. "I
think I'll probably take a job
with The Fairfield Minuteman,"
Professor Stan Down protests The Mirror's shutdown.
he said, "That way, I can report
unsubstantiated rumors and
hearsay and pass it off as news, Mirror every week to see what buy our files back from the
new injunctions the university school, I'm sure we'll be able
I'm looking forward to it."
Students were shocked has put on us. Now where will I to come up with enough incriminating evidence in there to
turn?"
when they heard the news.
"No biggie " assured Man- blow the administration back to
"I can't believe it," said Sly
DelVecchio. "I look to The aging Editor Payne. "Once we the Stone Age."

president and student government
convention st ".id-muffin: "Hey, if
Thhomrny P.'s excited, you know
Vanna White, Morron copy my nipples are as hard as rocks."
editor and former hostess of Wheel
Danielle "Guid" LaCroix,
■ of Fortune, resigned this week af- confused freshman: "'Htih?"
Michelle Deviteh, Jogues
ter allegations < >f corporate theft.
"I've never stolen anything Jove goddess; "Criminals like her
in my life,'' White maintained, as give us blondes a bad reputation as
security ctftcers handcuffed her unintelligent bimboes, i am morand dragged fterb> herankles from dfied. What did you say her name
the Morron office on Gonzaga was?"
..;■'■*J■■' ] ■
Ground.;
White "sformeremployerand
White has been accused of one time lover Pat Sajak has ofskimming vowels from the master fered to assist the prosecution in
copies before the Morron went to any way possible,
press.
"Vanna's a nice kid with a
"At first we noticed a ft w a*s terrific set of consanants," Sajak
and o's that were missing," said said, "but say'Maui,' 'spoonful,'
Morron
Editor-in-Chief 'spooge* or any other vowel ridAnnMaBrte Puckhaber, "but when den-word in front of her, and she's
e's, i,*s u''s and sometimes y*s were your'sfor the night. She's just got
gone, we knew something was no self-cntrl."
Although vowel theft has.not
afoul,"
This is not the first time' that decreased noticeably since White's
White has been implicated in "let- arrest, Pckhbr insisted the die Mrrn
ter running" schemes. Earlier this will still press charges, "just to
year she was caught trying to add show people that these knds of
even more 'Vs" to the word thngs are taken vry srsly around
"Registrar," and was given five hr."
weeks of probation. White fulfilled
her public sen i< eplea bug am by
showing dy-losic school children
how to use a Spill and Spell.
Fairfield Feees: Chris Brown
Tvechangcdirj} evil ways," Ion why■■'everyone hates his.;
White said, as security officers | brother
Greg and Geoff Golub re-;
vealed!
■
" You're tight! WearethVsaroe \
person."
: Craig.Nowak's gnn cleaning
: tips -"Never put your mouth
lover due barrel."
rBUNGA 's>LP - Lmtd, Proud
' and Weil-Endowed
; The Cae's skating tips
BUM - "Nothing to complain I
cited about it. Kcatty, realty excited."
'■" Ghrissie McShemc, FIJSA

ssue i

MIRROR
A R C HI V E P R O f E C T

Do you have copies of The Mirror
that you don't need? Call us at 256-6600
to help us fill the gaps in our archive,
as well as help the library complete their
collection of newspapers.
Current status: 85% complete
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THE MIRROR Shut Down
By Mike Pigtails
STAFF WRITER
University President, Rev.
Aioysius P. KelJey, S.J. has ordered for The Mirror to cease
circulation until further notice.
Due to recent accusations by the
paper towards university officiais'and policies, this is the last
issue of The Mirror at this time.
A representative of Fr.
Keliey's office -said, "The Mirror has gone too far. They slander the university's policies every week. They don't properly
represent Fairfield University in
a positive manner" He went on
to say, "It is time something be
done. Maybe in the future the
newspaper will learn from this."
After being awoken from a
deep sleep an The Mirror's
couch, Editor in Chief Paul
Pennelli was less than surprised
when he heard the news.
Ve've been moving down this
road all semester"Penneili
-said. "I guess the editorial we
ran about (hat whole 'slippery

slope' concept wasn't a load qf
crap after all."
Managing Editor Matthew
Payne agreed.
"I'm not
shocked," Payne said from his
perch on a stool at The Grape,
"I mean, we all knew this freedom of speaeh thing would;
never last."
Earlier this year, articles
discussing Fairfield students'
behavior at the beach, led to the
abrupt halt of He-Mirror's distribution in the Quick Center. Fx,
Keiley had said that he received
complaints by some townspeople because they found certain content in The Mirror to be
offensive and inappropriate. Fr:
Keiley felt the paper should be
intended for the 'campus audi.eiice' and not for the general :
community.
However, after recent pub- ;
heat-ions that included question-;
ing Mark Reed's ability to hold
tlie dean of Students position,
Fr. Keiley now feels The Mirror should not even be viewed
See "School" on p, II
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By Bloom N, Dale
TYPICAL FAIRFIELD GIRL
Amid ail of the noise, construction
and chaos that has come from preparing for the new campus eenter renovations, the secret of the sub-basement
level of the new center is finally out.
Currently, the sub-basement level of
the Barone Campus Center -functions
as a passageway for students entering
the building from Bannow or the
School of JSlurstn| parking lots, as well
as Sodexho storage space.
When the new building is complete
ia the fall of 2001, this level will be
transformed into the Fairfield University Campus Center Mali and Food
Court.
.Designs for the mall and food court
were finalized by Gilbane Construction
at the board meeting this past Tuesday.
Anchors for the mail will be J-Crew
and Crate & Barrel. Jf-Crew will be
constructed directly below the current
FUSA offices on the south side of the
building. Crate & Barrel will take over
the area that is below the current game

. bids

products,
iilding will be expanded
ni Hall -parking lot and
ir an independent food
I made for the outer right

:tno
Pfejto: Mirr<
8CC leaves nothing to be

an internal door with Brookstone.
Aeross from Bfbolcstone, under the current mailroom. Abererombie & Fitch
will span the latter end of the Northeast
hallway.
Many students expressed their excite-

ing the
a nchor
stores. The long, arduous process of atmining the toning permits was the first
step. The permits were held in appropiialions committees for three months pern}ing the school's receipt of the $10 million bond to begin construction.

lurHopefuliy the addition of this food
court will give students another dining
option besides Sodexho. This undoubtedly, will reduce the many reported eases
of food poisoning that the Health Center
deals with 'every day. Cries of "Thank
God for Taco Bell!" could be heard all
the way from Dolan.
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